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Electric System Reduces Rates

CHRISTMAS PROGRAM — The Robertson-Carter Elementary school
chorus will presenhia Christmas program Tuesday at 7 p. m.
at Robertson
School. The musical, entitled "The Small One," is based on a Merican
folk
tale of a donkey and his young friend. Performances are also
scheduled for
students at each school. Rehearsing for the event are, left to right,
front
row, Brent Priddy, lohn McMillan, and Elk Whited; back row, Mark
West,
Kelly lo Cathy, Michelle Garland, Joy Watson, Heather Doyle, Laura
Cella
Jill Johnson and Nancy Smith. The group is under the directio of
n
loan
Bowker. The public is invited to attend.
Photo by Kaye Peebles

Murray Electric System ( MES) has
announced a major rate reduction that
will begin showing up on January
residential power bills, according to
William M. "Bill" Barker, superin-,
t,endent of MES.
"When the rate reduction becomes
effective," Barker said, "1,000
kilowatt-hours will cost residential
consumers $23.44. This is almost two
dollars less than what consumers have
been paying for 1,000 KWH's of electricity, which is a 5.5 percent rate
reduction for homeowners." The rate
for 1000 KWH on the Dec. t Bill was
$25.34. The comparative rates do not
include three percent school tax and
five percent state tax.
The MES superintendent said
commercial and industrial consumers
will also benefit from the rate reduction. He said rates for commercial
power consumers would be lowered by
5.9 percent, and that it would mean a 1.5
percent reduction for industrial consumers.

Barker said Murray Electric Plant

Tuition Tax Break Dispute
Threatens Social Security Bill
WASHINGTON ( AP) — A dispute
over a small tax break for parents of
college students threatens to prevent
final congressional action this year on
Social Security.
Negotiators, under pressure from the
White House and congressional leaders,
agreed Friday on a payroll tax increase
of $227 billion over the next decade,
with the biggest share of the burden
falling on middleand upper-income
workers and their employers.
But they threw up their hands and
quit — at least temporarily — when
neither side would give in on the tuition
credit costing about $1.25 billion a year.
Sen. Russell B. Long, 1)-La., chairman of the conferencee committee, said
he would call the members back into

session as soon as he hears the House
delegates are ready to compromise on
the credit.
But Rep. Al Ullman, fl-Ore., said six
of the 10 House conferees are adamant
that they will never vote for the final
bill if it includes any form of tuition
credit.
Sen. William V. Roth, R-Del., chief
sponsor of the provision to allow a $2.50
per year per student tax credit for
parents, said White House opposition
caused House conferees to abandon an
earlier agreement to accept a one-year
test of the credit.
President Carter and Democratic
leaders of Congress would like to
dispose of the Social Security bill this
year so lawmakers would not be

Choirs To Give
Program On Court

tempted in 1978 — an election year 7to
duck a vote on the major tax increases
that are necessary to keep the pension
fund afloat.
Although every part of the bill is still
subject to amendment, the. conferees
reached agreement on
portions but
the tuition credit.
The compromise bill would call for no
tax increase in 1978 beyond the one
already written into law. But starting in
1979, the amount of wages subject to the
Social Security tax and the tax rate
would face several increases over the
following decade.
Currently, a worker pays a tax of 5.85
percent of the first '$16,50E1 he earns
each year. That tax, a maximum of $965
this year, is matched by the employer.

Coed To Student-Teach In Germany
Kathleen Doyle of Murray Route 6, a
senior at Murray State University, will
do her student teaching next spring in
Munich, Germany.
She has placed in the Munich
Independent Schools for an eight-week
assignment by Whittenberg University,
Springfield, Ohio. She will teach either
German or English at the secondary
level to English speaking children of
ambassadors, diplomats, and perhaps
some military personnel.
The 21-year-old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde L. Doyle, who was the
valedictorian of her 1974 class at Trigg

County High School, got the idea to
apply for a practicum assignment
abroad from a magazine notice.
She wrote to Wittenberg in September — but had since about given up
hope of being placed.
"Really, I had expected to hear in
about three or four weeks," she said,
"and when it took so long, I thought it
had not gone through — but I'm excited
now.,,
Miss Doyle, who has a double major
in German and English and a minor in
French, indicated Germany as her
preference in the application. But she

ologne KOIn Colonli

Board voted unanimously to -re&icerates in its November meeting.
The superintendent said, "TVA
(Tennessee Valley Authority) has 12
distinct steps in rate schedules for
service. In the past quarter we were in
RS-9. In January we will be RS-11, the
next to the lowest step possible."
TVA's fuel adjustment clause will not
be affected by the reduction, Barker
said.
-We are very pleased that we are
able to lower electric rates in the face of
inflation and rising costs," William M.
Boyd, chairman of the MES board of
directors said Friday evening.
"I contribute our ability to do this to
the efficient operation of our overall
system,' Boyd added. Other members of the electric plant
board are Leonard Vaughn, Bobby
Grogan, Gene Landolt, Nat Ryan
Hughes and Howard Koenen.
Barker noted the decrease in electric
rates represents a two level reduction,
and will save consumers $168,000 annually. "This rate reduction is possible

said she would have been willing to
accept an assignment in another
European country.
While in Munich from mid-March to
mid-May, she will live in a private
home with a German family.
"Having the opportunity for close
social contact with a German family for
two months gives added meaning to the
entire experience," Miss Doyle said.
"It will be the kind of education that is
not available in a textbook or a
classroom."
Miss Doyle, who will graduate in INita
of 1978, is a Presidential Scholar and a
top honor student. Her grade point
average is 3.95 of a possible 4.00.
She has been president of the German
Club for the past two years and was
secretary of Alpha Lambda Delta
honorary scholarship fraternity for
women during her sophomore year. She
is also a member of the French Club.
Alpha Chi distinguished national honor
society, and Pi Delta Phi honor society
for French students.
Miss Doyle won the Grawemeyer
Award of $750 through the University of
Louisville for a summer of study in 1976..
in Bregenz, Austria, in the Kentucky
Institute for European Studies.
Her career goal is still not firmly set.
She is planning to attend graduate
school to study German in preparation
for a career as a teacher at the college
level or perhaps in the diplomatic
service.
"ButI have plenty of time to Make
that decision," she explained. "Right
now, I'm simply exploring and trying to
take advantage of Opportunities that
will give me a broader background for
whatever career I choose."

Square On Tuesday
Three choirs from Calloway County
High School, under the direction of
lavaughn R. Wells, will ,present a
Christmas Concert on the court square
Tuesday, Dec. 13,from 4 p.m. to 4:45
p.m.
The Calloway County High Mixed
Chorus will open the program -with
"Break Forth, 0 Beauteous Heavenly
Light," 'Turn, Fum,Fum," and "Good
King Kong Looked Out."
The Freshman Choir will then -sing
"How Can It Be?" "A-Rocking All
Night," and "Christmas Quadlibet."
Then the Girls Chorus will sing "Sing
a Joyful Song .of Christmas," "Before
the _Cradle," and "Fa, La, Lk
Alleluia."
The program will be concluded with
the-choirs joining in singing familiar
Christmas carols.

14 To Compete In
Miss MSU Pageant
Fourteen coeds have been selected to
compete in the llth annual Miss
Murray State University Scholarship
Pageant in April of 1978.
Selected from among 46 contestants
during preliminary competition, the
pageant winner will wear the crown of
Miss Murray State University in the
Miss Kentucky Pageant to be held in
.July.
Semifinalists are: Lisa Anne Baker,
Frankfort freshman; Stephanie Anne
Bedell, Louisville sophomore; Laura
Rose Case and Lisabeth Jeanne.Dunman, Louisville juniors; Sally Ann
Emison and Elaine Hopkins, Louisville
freshmen; Shelia Ellington, Paducah
junior; Melinda Enix Benton
sophomore; Kristen Lee Farrar,
Colorado Springs,'Colo. freshman;
Pamela A. Graham, Belleville, Ill.
sophomore; Kathleen Ann Luber,
Aviston, Ill. sophomore; Debra
Thompson, Cadiz junior; Carolyn Mae
Wathen and Julie Dawn Young, Henderson sophomores.
Selections were based on a talent
routine and an interview. The Miss
Murray State University Scholarship
Pageant is an official preliminary to
the state pageant. Miss Kentucky will
then compete in the Miss America
Pageant.
The Murray State pageant, to be held
on April 15, will feature Miss Kentucky,
Karen Gordon, Benton senior, Who will
serve as mistress of ceremonies, and
the reigning Miss Murray State
University, Barbara Kemper, Murray
junior.

inside today
One Section —12Pages
The Murray High Tigers were victorious while
('alloway's Lakers '.sere not so fortunate in local
basketball action last night. For details, see today's
Sports Section, pages 6 and 7.
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MAKING PLANS — Kathleen Doyle of Murray Route 6, a senior
at Murray
----State University, looks over a map of Germany as she makes her
plans for a
student teaching assignment in Munich during the spring semeste
r. She will
leave in March for an eight-week assignment in the Munich
Independent
Schools, where she will teerh either German or English at
the secondary
level to English-speaking children of antassadors, diplomats,
and perhaps
'thine military personnel. Miss Doyle, a 'Presidential Scholar.
has a rtouble
major in German and English and
1.95 of a possible 4.00'.aAirmic
aV
.
VAge.

Clear and cold tonight with
lows from near 10 to the mid
teens. Mostly sunny and a little
warmer on Sunday. Highs from
the upper 20s to the low 30s.
Winds,light&ad variable tonight.

today's index
Classifieds
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Comics
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funeralg
Fins
Horoscopes
Let's Stay Well
Local Scene
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$23.44
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The rate reduction authorized by the Murray Electric System board
will
make local rates the lowest in the Jackson Purchase.
This chart shows the comparative rates charged residential custome
rs by
other systems in the area tbr 100 kilowatt hours of electricity. The rates
do not
include taxes.
due to efficient operation of the system,
which means the system is in an improved financial condition."
Barker called the future rate "the
next to the lowest in the state. The
reduced MES rate will be 1.697 plus the
fuel adjustment. Hopkinsville, which
has the lowest rate in the state, stands
at 1.637.
The MES superintendent said the
rate reduction complies with the
system's policy of selling electricity at
the lowest possible price, passing

savings on to consumers through lower
rates.
According to M11.3 assistant supervisor and office Imanager, Luther
Nance; Niftily Electric serves about
5,540 customers in the city. Some 4,672
customers are classified residential;
796 conunercial; and 65 industrial.
Murray Electric System does its own
construction and maintenance and is
"pretty much self-contained," Barker
said. He said TVA, the power supplier
for MES,okayed the rate reduction.

TVA UsingEvery
Source Available
To Meet Demands
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) -- With
more cold weather anticipated this
weekend, the Tennessee Valley
Authority is using every source it can to
meet power demands with a crippled
supply system.
"We're trying to buy power anywhere
we can find it," TVA spokesman Lee
Sheppeard said Friday as overnight
temperatures were expected to fall to 5
degrees above zero in some areas."We
just have to look at it from day to day."
TVA began Friday cutting power to
its largest customer, the government's
uranium enrichment plants at Oak
Ridge and Paducah, Ky., by 43 percent,
approximately one million kilowatts.
Temperatures plunging into the teens
Wednesday caught TVA by surprise, at
a time when nearly one-third of its 28
million kilowatts of generating
capacity was shut down.
Sheppeard said a predicted Friday
night peak of 21.2 million kilowatts
presented a challenge to the crippled
system. Demand reached 20.8 million
kilowatts Wednesday morning when
temperatures in the Tennessee Valley
averaged 12 degrees. The all-time
demand on the TVA system was last
Jan. 17 when temperatures averaged
Seven degrees below zero. •
TVA is asking consumers to forego
using electric heaters, dights and hot
, water as much as possible during hours

of high demand 7- 5 to 10 a.m. and 3 to8
p.m. A 5 percent voltage reduction
remains In effect,The agency was
getting about lour million kilowatts
from other power systems either
through direct purchases or seasonal
exchange agreements.
TVA repaired two of the leakplagued
boilers Thursday to restore about
900,000 kilowatts at its Widows Creek,
Ala., and Paradise, Ky., plants.
Still shut down are the Cumberland
plant near Nashville,the Bull Run plant
near Oak Ridge, two of three reactors
at the Browns Ferry nuclear plant near
Athens, Ala., and two other large coalburning generators.

Garlands Convicted
By Federal Jury
A U. S. District Court jury returned a
guilty verdict in the perjury trial of a
Calloway County couple Friday afternoon.
Bruce and Melvie Garland were
found guilty and were sentenced Friday
afternoon by judge Johnstone.
Bruce Garland, who is currently
appealing a May conviction on illegally
operating a moonshine still, was sentenced to a ten-year prison term. Mrs.
Garland received a two-year suspended sentence and a $5,000 fine.

MSU's Oldest Student
To Be Honored Dec. 18
Quint T. Guier of Murray will be
honored with an open house on Sunday,
Dec. 18, in celebration of his 95th birthday.
No invitations are being sent and
everyone is invited to attend between.2
and 4:30 p.m. in the Community Room
of the Peoples Bank-North Branch at
12th and Chestnut in Murray. The
family has requested that no gifts be
brought.
"We simply would like for people to
come and share some birthday cake
and visit with friends," said his
daughter Martha Guier, with whom Mr.
Guier lives in Murray.
Mr. Guier, who will be 95 on Dec. 22,
completed work in October on an
autobiography tentatively entitled
'Life Begins at Ninety."
He got much of his inspiration for the
book from Jesse Stuart, a close family
friend who conducts the Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop each
summer at Murray State Univ
Mr. Guier has been a stud n in the
writing workshop each year except one
since 1973. He has also taken regular
semester courses. Each time he enrolls
for a course, he breaks his own record

Quint T. Guier
ssttohry
e oldest studeot in the school's
history.
Born near Canton in
\Trigg County in
1682, Mr. Guier spent rZis of his life
as
a farmer and teacher.
parents were
Frederick H. and Sallie Harris Guier.
His wife, the fornier Lola Bazzell,
died
in December of 1971 after more
than 51
years of marriage.

Band Boosters To
Meet Monday Night
The Murray High Band Boosters will
have a called meeting on Monday, Dec.
12 at 8 pm. in the Middle School band
room.
The purpose of the meeting is to
finalize plans for the Orange Bowl trip.
All chaperones for the Florid* trip will
Meet afterward according to band.
director Joe Sills.
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SHOPPING DAYS
"TIL CHRISTMAS
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swelling and leaser' pressure in the nente fibers.
Some authorities have
advised surgery on the
bony canal in refractory
cases to relieve pressure
on the facial nerve. When
such surgery is required, it
usually dune by ;an PA!'
nose, and throat specialist.
By Abigail Van Buren
In some cases, the paralI want to thank you for suggesting that I
ABBY:
DEAR
ysis of the eye muscles is
write to the Salvation Army's Missing Persons Department
such that the lids fail to
to help locate a brother I had not heard from in 40 years.
move across the cornea
I just, received a letter from the Salvation Army tailing
and keep it moist. Excess
me that through their research they learned that my
dryness can result in
brother is deceased.
scarring that can impair
Although it is not a happy ending, at least we know now
vision. When blinking of
that he is no longer living, and our anxious search has
the eye is inadequate, the ended.
eye may have to be kept
MRS. W.B. IN IDAHO
closed and covered with a
patch to keep the cornea
cle atrophy or weakening
DEAR MRS. B.: Locating missing relatives is only one
moist.
while they are paralyzed.
of the many services offered by the Salvation Army.I hope
Bell's
of
case
When a
They usually begin to rethat you and others out there will remember to send them
palsy begins, it is impossi- a donation for Christmastime.
gain their function in seven
ble to know how long it will
For nearly 400 years the Salvation Army has fed the
to 10 days. However, some
last and how severe it will hungry and provided for the needy all over the world
cases are more severe and
become. Therefore, it is without regard for race, color or creed.
result in longer paralysis,
essential that the victim
even some permanent imDEAR ABBY: I'm a 23-year-old divorced woman with
sees a physician promptly
pairment of the function of
in order to preserve as two kids to support. All I can do is waitress work. Last
the facial muscles.
much as possible the func- year I started working at a very busy cocktail lounge and
The remainder of the
tion of the facial muscles was immediately noticed by the owner, who's older and
treatment is directed
and to try to lessen the married.
toward the nerve. AntiI'm not generally that easy, but he was so persuasive
swelling of the- facial
inflammatory drugs may
that I went to bed with him the first night he took me
most
Fortunately,
nerve.
be helpful if given for a few
home. Pretty soon it got to be a nightly thing, then all of a
cases recover in a few
days early in the course of
sudden he said we'd-have to cool it. Somebody had tipped
weeks Witfiout residual
the illness. This medicaoff his wife, and he kept making excuses why he couldn't
trouble.
tion tends to reduce the
- take me -home after work.
I finally got the idea that he was ducking me, but I
couldn't get him alone to talk things over. He was always
—too busY—or -had somebody with hirn.
Yesterday his manager told me that business was
they were cutting _back. on their help_and_L was
finished after next payday. Abby, business here is not
slow—it's fantastic!
Frances Drake
I got the boss alone long enough to ask him what was
coming off, and he said he couldn't go against his
FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 12, 1977
manager's decision. He owns the place, and his manager
are that you will receive
What kind of day will
will do whatever he tells him to do,so how do you figure it?
somethingofvalue—andinan
tomorrow be? To find out what
DUMPED
entirely unexpected manner.
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
CAPRICORN
DEAR DUMPED:Same as you. You are being dumped!
ARIES
.1
0
4
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1
Find another job and profit by your experience. If your
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4Y)
Emphasis is on ACTION. You
next boss tries to fish off the company pier, let him find
Under day's potent incan now -go -ahead ,with pions
another sucker.
fluences, you should have new
conceived last week, expanding
incentive, seek ne* ways to
your interests considerably.
CONFIDENTIAL TO VICKI AT STANFORD: Don't
Ambitious
status.
improve your
a promiscuous fellow a "wolf." Men should be as
call
IMO Thr• Wed.
projects, well-managed, should
AQUARIUS
monogamous, faithful and devoted to their loved ones as
work out well.
Ths movbe tus toot soul. blood. at
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
His whole life was
wolves!
peesptralson end
a million-to-one shot
TAURUS Where there's a difference of
Poets ol muscle
describe
to
"wolf'
using
than
inaccurate
more
is
Nothing
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
opinion in a job situation,
the libidinous makers of passes at girls without glasses.
Straining to accomplish this negotiate rather than arrie.
LAN Sim 54. al... II:41
Male wolves never lead a she-wolf astray; in fact wolves
or that may not be necessary if
Realize thit you have the
noly
Molt hoorNiemor/ IS et
are stricter monogamists than men are. The male wolf is
you review your methods. necessary -backing and actdies,
she
If
lives.
mate
his
as
long
as
for
faithful
more
adamantly
better,
a
be
may
There
accbrdingly.
.•
IS,. 564
he goes into a lifelong celibate depression. He rarely
efficient way; consider new and
PISCES
Fee
Ovahma.
few
the
sparks up to another female. He is among
helpful devices.
IS. G000rlet
World'. Groeteet taws"
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
GEMINI
mammals who devotedly help in the raising of their cubs.
'Clete Encooders Ilse 0_4
—
right
the
from
word
good
A
• ik
• May 22 to June 21)
My source is none other than Leo Beaten, who borrowed
10.
URI
•
f
dicks
source may enable you to gam
Your capacity for handling
the above information from "The World of The Wolf" by
difficult jobs, ability to cope the recognition you have been
Pimlott and Ritter for his own wonderfully entertaining
waiting for. Business and
with unfamiliar tasks and good
new book, "The Power of Positive Nonsense."
judgment in "tight spots" may financial matters highly
t
CIdeiff
be tested now. Be ready to act. favored.
you
to
wish
or
how
lonely,
knew
and
out
left
are
feel
you
TODAY
If
BORN
YOU
CANCER
get people to like you, my new booklet, "How To Be
(June 22 to July 23) GO intellectually and
Moo A Gown 1.1.44
You may encounter an philosophically inclined; exPopular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
,f(As...1, a. oh
unusual and somewhat knotty tremely ambitious and versatile
Send Si along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 129
sr •
business problem. Don't try to in your talents and abilities.
cents) envelope to Abby, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills,
solve it yourself. Consult an Keenly analytical, logical and
Calif. 90212.
objective in your thinking, you
expert for guidance.
could shine in the legal field
LEO
where your mentality, har( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Stellar influences somewhat nessed to your sense of the
adverse. Shun contentious drathatic and your subtle, but
matters, unscrupulous persons, brilliant wit, would make you an
outstanding trial lawyer. This
risky or untried ventures.
same sense of the dramatic
VIRGO
could serve you well as a writer,
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) TIP
Do others seem needlessly theatrical producer or enopposed to your ideas? Review tertainer. Other careers open to
ydtz plans again. A few changes you: education, publishing,
might bring opponents around promoting. Birthdate
Jay,early Amer. statesman; G.
to your point of view.
Flaubert, Fr. novelist.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-r1
Not _a good day in .which..to
HOSPITAL NEWS
speculate, but a fine one in
which to seek information
regarding future investments. 11-28-77
a
SCORPIO
Adults 131
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni,rAtc'
Nursery 7
Stellar influences encourage
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
more of the grit and ingenuity
Baby Girl Gray (Mother
=
that won laurels for you in the
past This will be kgood day for Sheila), Rt. 6, Murray, Baby
innovations.
Boy Rose (Mother Cheryl),
Rt. 1, Water Valley, Baby Boy
SAGITTARIUS
Provine (Mother Charlotte),
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The spotlight is now on your, 206 S.9th., Murray.
material interests. Indications
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lottie L. Mathes, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra T.
Cantrell and Baby Girl, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Debra F. Ford
and Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Benton,
Keth E. Pyle, Rt. 8, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn J. Guthrie, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Michael W. Dowdy, Rt.
1, Almo, David C. Malmkar,
New Concord, Mrs. Carole J
Dallas, 917 N. 16th., Murray,
Miss Deann Thornton, 805 S.
16th., Murray, Mrs. Patricia
Because your heat does. If you went through last winter with no insulation in your home,
A. Finley, 1702 Farmer,
Murray, Mrs. Freda K
you already know the high cost of trying to heat the whole outdoors.
Wilson, Box 66, Puryear, Mrs.
Put something between you and the weather by installing insulation. It will pay for itself
Cindy F. Dunn,502 Lynnwood,
savings on your heating bills in as little as three years.
through
Murray, Mrs. Alice T.
Stallons, Rt. 2, Cadiz, Hatton
R-19 value attic insulation alone, installed there none existed before, can cut your
P. Lovins,407 N. 3rd., Murray,
heating costs by about 40 percent. Even if you already have lome attic insulation, you need to
Mrs. Clarice G. McDaniel, Rt.
bring it up to R-19 for maximum efficiency. R-11 value insulation installeciiunder your floor —
3, Murry.

You Can Depend On
The Salvation Army
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"Raisin Kane"

Wednesday, Dec. 14, 1977
at the

West Ky. Exposition Center
Also Appearing

"Just Plain Boogie"
and "Flyer"

and in outside walls if you remodel — will help even more.
See us for more information on insulation and how to install it yourself.'

(A New, Unique Sound in Easy Rock)

One of the Monfly Concerts From

- Charlie's Entertainment Agency
753-1328
Ticket will hPavailahleat FANTASY!1F

Coming January 26 —
hUr. lifook'i
•
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Your Individual
Horoscope

PHOTO
SPECIALS
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FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 11,1977
What kind of day will compound the cumplications.
tomorrow be? To find out what Face up to it, tackle it as you
the stars say, read the forecast should, and there'll be no sorry
aftermath.
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ere4 (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Your fine imagination, used
Stress your perceptiveness. A
constructively, will win out bit of shrewd observation will
now. Never mind detractors. enable you to note certain
new
YOU are one of the UP-graders
trends, obtain valuable in— unbeatable when_19,11_ iervnalieft
REALLY compete.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(Apr. 21 to May 21) ti'W (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You now have greater
Avoid skepticism, doubt,
freedom of movement and ,pessimism. On the other hand,
choice than you've had don't fall for any suggestions
recently; can also expect some which common sense tells you
invaluable help from member have but dublous value.
of the-opposite sex.
AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21)
A day in which you could be
Mercury influences are
errie-prone, so give careful
generous toward all endeavors,
attention to details — especially
but avoid impulsiveness. in domestic matters.
Especially favored: travel and
PISCES
intellectual pursuits.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
CANCER
NOC)
Look for some unusually
(June 72 to July 23)
Magnanimous feelings and pleasant communications from
good, sound thinking should be those at a distance; also, new
stressed now. While day is contacts which could prove
friendly on the whole, it COULD invaluable in a business way.
be upset by minor errors,
YOU BORN TODAY are
carelessness.
LEO
endowed with a great love of
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
beauty which, coupled with a
Fine solar influences. A good certain amount of mysticism in
day for expansion generally, your nature, sets you apart
-.witGo
acting on unusual ideas,
from most other Sagittarians.
The majority of those born
launching new projects.
under your Sign are usually
attracted to the business world,
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) riPA
Mixed planetary influences. the law or science, but you will
You may be faced with some find greater satisfaction — and
uneveness in certain areas, success — in the arts, religion,
unexpected setbacks, but keep philosophy or in The field of
ób doing your best.
education. As preacher or
teacher, you are a channel of
LIBRA
(Sept 24 to Oct 23) -nr
inspiration yeas soul .sears_
Quick decisions may now be through music or painting and,
required due to suddenly as an architect or designer,
changed situations. Be ready to your works would be eccentric
think and att — but without but brilliant. Traits to curb:
anxiety.
restlessness and a tendency to
SCORPIO
".
gamble excessively. Birthdate
-5
'
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Inlet
of: Hector Berlioz, Fr. comSeeking an easy solution to a poser; Pope Leo X, patron of
complex problem may only learning.

)(

*TOPIC*

15th & Sycamore St.

Frances Drake

"Deck

Q: Mrs. P. P. writes that the cause of this illness, its sis may spread, but Bell's'
she was alarmed last week 'treatment; ajid -any Other paralysis is always limted
to wake up and find that suggestions • regarding the ' to the
face.
one side of her face was outlook for recovery.
While the cause of Bell's
your
from
Judging
A:
never
has
paralyzed. She
palsy is not known for
had this trouble before; the description, you have a
certain, many authorities
muscles elsewhere in her case of Bell's palsy as
believe it is due to a virus
physiyour
by
-diagnosed
norfunctioning
body are
infection
which results in a
mally. Her physician says cian. It is a paralysis of
1.1veti4..1%.9f tfle__WY.S.,...
--that-she. has BeW-s palsy-- certain- branches of
facial nerve courses
and that she will probably facial nerve. It almost al- through a narrow
bony
nl on one
recover from this illness in
canal. in passing outward
a few weeks. She has been side of the face, affecting from
the brain to the musinstructed to massage the the muscles of the eye,
The swelling results
cies.
The
weak muscles and to apply cheek, and mouth.
in a pressure on the nerve
heat to the affected side of tongue is not involved. Victims fear they have had a fibers and interrupts the
her face.
passage of impulses from
She wants comment as to stroke and that the paraly-/
the brain.
Chewing gum to exercise
the muscles, massage and
local heat help lessen mus-

Near Evangelist Travis Smith-

E.7k`r
•%• 11*

Your Individual
Horoscope

GAMMORE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Byron
Gallimore of Route Two,
Puryear, Tn., are the parents
of a. baby boy, Eric Ashley,
weighing nine pounds six
ounces, born on Sunday,
December 4, at the MurrayCounty Hospital
'
Calloway
The Mother is • the former
• Anita Paschall.
.
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NSA Chapter Secretaries
Speakers For MSU Class

Monday,December 12
Saturday, December 111
Murray Band Boosters will
Young Adult Sunday School
_
_
Class of Poplar Spring Baptist meet in the Middle School
Kaj Spencer, Administrative
Thomas, CPS,
Anita
only
given
Mrs.
is
exam
the
While
Church will have a potluck band room at eight p.m.
along with Miss Doris once a year in May, Murray ASsistant to the MSU
supper at the home of 0. B.
Faye State offers review classes in President, and Mrs. Baker is
Sigma Department, Murray Rowland, CPS, Mrs.
and Bobbie Cook at 6:30 p.m.
Mayre both the fall and spring secretary to John Winter,
Mrs.
CPS,
Wells,
Woman's Club, will meet at
Briggs, and Mrs. Bettye semesters. The CPS Review I MSU Acting Dean of the
Senior Citizens may take die 7:30 p.m. at the club house. Baker, all members of the
of
Creative
class reviews three parts of College
round trip by bus to Nashville,
Expression.
to
spoke
Chapter,
NSA
the exam and the CPS Review
First Baptist Church Sun- local
Tn., at cost qs.$16, and call 753the CPS II class reviews the three
day School Classes will meet students enrolled in
3934 for information.
BAR COOKIES
Collsge remaining parts.IL was hula
as- fellows-: Eureiion at - Review I class in. the
-millibug bar type
Affairs
Business and Public
that a total of 5,117 secretaries
Churchwide potluck of Murray Woman's Club House of
topics sat for the 1977 exam, and only cookies, cut them in the pan
The
State.
Murray
at
Seventh and Poplar Church of at twelve noon, and Etethan at
to
discussed were the CPS 1,165 successfully passed all with a very thin, sharp knife
invocation.
Christ will be at the Murray Fellowship Hall at six p.m.
Dr. Edwin Strohecker, his discussion.
make the neatest cut. If
a
NSA,
and
examination
the
in
CPSs
four
All
parts.
six
The president introduced Woman's Club house at six
Dr. Strohecker said ''while
director of the Murray State
kir Murray Chapter attended the necessary, dip the knife in hot
prOspective new p.m.
Russell's Chapel United professional organization_
water.
-University Library, spoke on most people assume that several
-secretaries.
CPS Review Classes, in adMethodist Church Women will
was members who are Mrs. Ouida
Day
"Thanksgiving Days, Past Thanksgiving
i
presentation
Individual
dition to outside study.
W a cy
Mrs.
Annual Delta Sigma Phi meet 1:30 p.m. at the home of
and
the celebrated every year con- Tucker,
Present" at
Get Your
were made by the panel of
A question-answer period
Mrs. R. F. Dixon, arts and crafts festival will Dorothy Sobieski.
Harrington,
inits
first
after
secutively
November meeting of the J. N.
Mrs. followed which included
with
secretaries
Mrs.
Mitchell,
Darrell
Beshear
Mrs.
at
continue all day
Williams Chapter of the ception, but this was not true;
and secretary discussion on the work and
Mrs. Mary Gym,Student Center, Murray
Cordellia Erwin Circle of Thomas, CIJN,
United Daughters of the there hard years when crops Timothy Graves,
MSU secretaries Vice- educational requirements to
to
Ed
Mrs.
and
Baker,
Louise
United
South
Grove
Pleasant
State.
Confederacy held at the home failed and people were
C. Gray, as meet to qualify to sit for the
Methodist Church Women is President Richard
reduced to a level of bare Davis. Miss Kim Davis, who
of Mrs. W. Z. Carter.
panel leader.
exam, the benefits now ofin,
papers
application
her
presented
seven
has
at
meet
to
scheduled
be
will
"Harvey"
and
The speaker traced the subsistence,
the
CPS,
Rowland,
Miss
fered CPSs by companies in
her
to
due
present
State
be
p.m.
Murray
by the
history of Thanksgiving from Thanksgiving must have could
most recent local CPS the area,the value, in general,
University.
the
at
Florist &
eight
scheduled
at
Theatre
University
them.
to
seemed a mockery
secretary to of attaining the
only
Mrs. Carter, assisted by her p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at recipient and
no
was
Then, there
Garden
Center
Bill recognized standard of
cohostesses, Mrs. Hess
the Health Center, North Peoples Bank President
Thanksgiving.
Certified
the
that
Boyd, stated
proficiency for the secretarial
753-8944
Willing Workers Club of Seventh and Olive Streets, at
-Many states celebrated Crossland and Mrs. Inez
Professional Secretary (CPS) profession, and belonging to a
753-3251
Thanksgiving Day, but at Claxton, served a bountiful Hazel will start serving plates seven p.m.
Program is sponsored by NSA professional organization.
a at $1.50 each at 5:30 p.m. at
featuring
different times of the year. It breakfast
its department, the
through
Mrs. Briggs is secretary to
Center
southern
Tuesday, December 13
the Hazel Community
is only in recent years that it delicious variety of
for Certifying
Institute
to
delicacies.
program
will
Citizens
musical
Senior
Dexter
with a
became recognized as a
Secretaries, and NSA is the
not follow.
present,
Others
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
national holiday with the
world's largest organization of
were
mentioned,
previously
Center.
Dexter
and
turkey
traditional
one
in
en
School
businesswom
Sunday
Adult
Young
Lois
Mrs.
Munciay,
pumpkin pie as a symbol of Mrs. Myra
there
Presently
Baptist
profession.
Spring
of Poplar
Ellis Center will be open
rejoicing over the blessings of Sammons,, Mrs.. Leonard Class
Murray's
• 1205
. Chestnut Street
Vaughn, Mrs. Mina Waters', Church will have a potluck from ten a.m. to three p.m. for' are 28 Members in
a bountiful land."
Four
Chapter.
B.
NSA
0.
of
local
home
the
at
supper
sack
Mrs.
with
0.
Chambers,
Mrs.
J.
Senior
Citizens
an
speaker,
The guest
Bobbie Cook at 6:30 p.m. lunch at noon, band practice members are CPSs.
honorary member of the Douglas Shoemaker, Mrs. and
Mrs. Wells, CPS, and
-%
Fred
Mrs.
Cayce,
at one p.m., and film on
difMelvin
the
of
spoke
chapter,
.•
Four Wheel Drive Pull,
to MSU Mili
secretary.
For Your Drug, Prescription and -R.
Charles
genealogy at two p.m
Terences in customs in dif- Gingles, and Mrs.
Department Col.
sponsored by American
Science
ferent sections of the land and Stubblefield.
Sundry Needs
Legion, will be at the Exelaborated on the two•
-.Recital by Debbie liWirrit4 Ftoutt,
the beginning of Thanksgiving-- _ -The next meeting will be
exfut vThich lir
e-f- aT 7:30p.lTr-Cent
position
Noon Til 6 P. M.
12:00
Open
t .4.i.
soprano, Paducah, will be at
in each section, but em- Kentucky Christmas party,
4
based on an analysis of'
la
December
and
recital
joint
Christmas
a
Saturday,
both
and
honoring
seven
p.m.
phasized that this was a true
• ••.
)=4
work, with emFirst Baptist Church BYW by Ray J. Beard, trombone, secretarial
American celebration which Kentucky Day, at the home of
Dr. Edwin Strobecker
unjudgment,
on
phasis
grew from the hears of a Mrs. John J. Livesay on will have a husband and wife Paducah, and Stephen Evans, derstanding
adand
the earliest days which were
grateful and reverent people. Wednesday, December 21, at Christmas potluck at six p.m. baritone, Owensboro, will be
The sir
ability.
ministrative
celebrated to the beginning of
at 8:15 p.m., both in the
Dr. Strohecker was in- 1:30 p.m. Each one is asked to at the Fellowship Hall.
parts of the exam are:
the official observance,
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
troduced by Miss Maude bring a gift for exchange.
l Relationships
Environmenta
11
December
relating many little known
Sunday,
Center;
.Nance, program chairman,
in Business, Business and
will
facts which added interest to
Club
Country
Murray
who expressed the chapter's
Secretaries To Meet
Public Policy, Economics of
have its-Christmas party Ind
Tuesday,December 13
appreciation for his taking
Management,, Financial
to
seven
four
from
open
house
First
of
CWF
Groups of
time to speak for the group For Dinner Tuesday
Get Your
Analysis and the Mathematics
p.m
Christian Church will meet as
with his busy schedule now
Business, Communications
of
Ed
Mrs.
with
I
follows:
that he had been made an
The Murray Chapter of The
Decision Making, and
and
"Toys For Tots" benefit will Diuguid, Jr., 102 South Sixth
officer, of the State Library National Secretaries
Office Procedures.
Association and his duties had Association (International) be held at Kentucky Lake Street, at ten a.m. with Betty
Music Barn near New Concord Sledd, foreign missionary, as
doubled.
will celebrate Christmas on
Mrs. John J. Livesay, Tuesday, December 13, at 6:30 from two to five p.m. This will speaker; IV with Miss
president, presided and p.m., at the Murray Woman's be regular show with artists Rebecca Dublin, 203 South
We start with lender,
Florist &
WRYE GIRL
opened the meeting by leading Clubhouse, with a dinner and donating talent. No admission-- T2tli Seet, at 7:30 p.m. with
luicy _chopped Sirloin
but each person is requested program by Mrs. David Roos.
Garden Center
Mr. and Mrs. David
in the pledges to the flags of caroling session.
It's served sizzlin' hot
bring a toy, candy, fruit,
to
Kenand
States
United
the
Wrye of Murray Route Six
with your choice of potato
753-8944
Attire is informal, and
Murray Branch of AALTW
tucky, and the salute to the guests are welcome. Reserr etc., for a child which will be
are the parents of a baby
and Stockade Toast A
753-3251
Confederate flag. Dr. Mildred vations are requested and distributed along with baskets will meet at the home
girl,
Heather Dawn
$2.28 value for only
Hatcher, chaplain, gave the should be made by calling for the elderly by the economics department, weighing seven pounds 10',2
Bluegrass CB Club.
Murray State, at 7:15 p.m. for
ounces, measuring twenty
Mrs. Melva Hatcher, at the
a Christmas meeting.
Inches, born on Monday,
Z1
ITIMIZIT
7ZZZITZV
Agency,
T
Insurance
ZVVV7317
Kenton
Murray
&IITIVTI
Mr. and Mrs.
December 5, at 11:02 p.m.
V 753-4751.
White will be honored on their
Girls Scouts of Murray and
at the Murray-Calloway
At NSA members should note golden wedding anniversary
4
a
have
will
County
INCLUDES
Calloway
County Hospital.
# the change in date, said an with a reception at the home of
4
Christmas party at the Girl
are Mr.
Grandparents
Bel-Air
spokesman.
daughter.
NSA
and
4
their son-in-law
.
Scout Cabin, Sharpe Street, and Mrs. Bill Adams of
t#
iii*
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Allen
Salad Bar and Drink
4
Center,
four to five p.m.
from
Lynn Grove and Mr. and
_Alto";
Pool, 1604 Locust Drive,
V
Try a 5' Cone
N
Ate/
Mrs. Dallas Wrye of
Murray
tt Home Department To
Murray. All friends and
qt
4
United
Chapel
Martin's
grand
Great
Murray.
,4,
relatives are invited to call
Methodist Church Women will
mothers are Mrs. Bruce
tel Hold Christmas Meet between two and four p.m.
meet at the home of Susan
4
Adams and Mrs. Frances
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
41.116
et)
Nom 11 a- m -10 p.m. Weekdays • 11 a.m.-10.30 p.m.Sat. & Sun
Wrye, both of Murray, and
Church's Cunningham at seven p.m.
Let Us Help
Pr
Baptist
Memorial
has
program
Christmas
A
1
41
•4 4.
1
1%
‘
Mrs;Erma Rye of Trenton,
music groups of Sunshower
You Get Your Home
tt, been planned for the Dec. 15
Associ
Freed-Harderna n
Tn.
along with
Playground,
and
tl meeting of the Home
at the
Ready For His Arrival!
the church puppets, will ates will meet
Department of the Murray
Christ
of
Church
University
present a music special at-the
4
Woman's Club to be presented
p.m.
seven
at
Annex
auditorium,
Center
„t4 at the clubhouse at two p.m. University
16th Street, at eight
a Mrs. Anne Fisher will North
Z
Homemakers Club will meet
4 Carpet, Windows, Tile, and Hardwood ti present "The Littlest Angel," p.m.
as follow: Paris Road with
Mrs. Mary Farmer will play
Piano recital by James R. Margaret Roach at ten am.:
Dan
4 Floors Are All Done With A Professional 014 several piano numbers and Wright,
Cahokia Ill., will be Coldwater with Mrs.
124 members will exchange love
Men's Western
Touch
Men's Super
Fine Arts Bazzell at 12:30 p.m.; New
Hall,
Old
Recital
at
al gifts during the afternoon,
Karen
with
Providence
Bell
at 3:30 p.m.
MSU,
Center,
ftf) according to the prog-ram
Housden at ten a.m.
Levis
Monday,December 12
dti chairman Mrs. Carl Harrison.
By Acme
4 MembeQ are reminded to Monthly skating party for Ruth Warren BYW of
Style 837
1001, t olion
The Jeans
el also bring a gift for a young *young people throughout Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Reg. $29.99
With Famous Fit
ifo girl to be included in Lynwood Calloway County will be at will meet at DeVanti's at 6:30
Reg $2499
etri Treatment Center's annual Skating Rink with those p.m.
through the sixth grade -to
ii box.
Sale Priced at$1 2
Sizes 6's-12
99
HostessPs will be Mrs. A. A. skate at six p.m. and seventh
..2
First Baptist Church Senior
ten
C.
to
A.
up
grade
from eight
14 Alexander, Mrs.
'
Adults will meet at noon for 'a
of
Entire Stock
potluck luncheon at the church
'yiril,42,27Iryzz,74,1717,4723,ii,17.37,zi,2712,2V La o11et te, Mrs.. But H. p.m. University Church the
Ladies
Christ will be in charge of
Holland, Mrs.
fellowship hall.
devotional at both sessions.
and Mrs. Harrison.
1
.1/
•
100% Cotthn Denim
Group II of First Baptist
No-Fault
No
American Legion Post
meet,with
Size
4-7 Slim & Reg
will
Women
Church
Boy's Wrangler
Reg $7 99
73 and Auxiliary will have a Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a.m.
Christmas party and potluck
supper at the Legion Hall at
Third 'Aincheon in a series
6:30 p.m. Gifts will be ex- will be at Calloway Pup
Size 6-14 Slim %Reg
SlleS
changed and a prw,rz.m will Library at twelve noon. "r
Reg $959
I Are,
be by Senior Citizens Band
Selection of Style,
$788
No.
Chapter
Murray Star
Sale
Murray High School Chorus 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will present a program, will meet at 7;30 p.m. at the
4Stutlentl‘n43-26-311
"Songs Of Christmas," at the lodge Hall.
Great
Reg 1109'S
Middle School auditorium at
Christmas
seven p.m.
Ideas For Those Little
Murray TOPS Club is
Sale $888
Extra Gifts
scheduled to meet at the
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of Health Center at seven p.m.
Mens
Methodist
First United
1k
Accessories
.6
14
Church Women will meet at
Murray Quota Club will
Ladies
9-•sS1-1,c
seven p.m. in the Senior Youth meet at Triangle Inn at twelve
Short or Long
Tube Socks
Room of the chukch.
2 Daily Plate Lunch
noon.
• Flannel
Thermal
Stocking
Sacks, Ties
Gowns
Stutters
Lighting of Christmas tree
Methodist
First -United
Belts
ksst Styles
&
Misses
Girls
by President Constantine W Church Circles will meet as
Neat,2 Vegetables & Roll
& Colors
Mats
Knee Socks -Bolts
Curris and music by a Murray follows: Alice Waters, Bessie
Now
etc.
State Choral group will be i. 'Ricker, and Maryleona Frost
Booties -Gloves
Ordway Hall lobby following at home of Mrs. James E.
the Murray and Mississippi Gamson, 303 Oakdale Drive,
Sizes S-3 X
basketball game.
at 9:30 a.m., and Faith Doran
at church at'two p.m.
Recital
Terrence
by
Call 753-0265
National Secretaries
McGivern, tenor of JohnRpj.$41 Smith
and we'll have it ready for you
will have a
Association
stown, N. Y., will be at 815
Nadir Com -in-Awat
S. 11t6 Street, Murray
X
stIttriv vie!fax-Ming
lirriirtell ri4cTfil 'Mr!.
at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray!
MSU.
Woman's Club House
er•

dZO

Dr. Strohecker Speaks

At UDC Chapter Meet

Poinsettia's
Early

Shirley's

SCOTT DRUG

Will Be Open Every Sunday

Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.

Poinsettia's
Early

4,804.4.

Shirley's

Chopped Stockade Steak!

69

co

Santa's
Coming!

Free'

I

ToeicAra

4

These Specials Good
One Week Only!

Boots

Marimik Industrial

$2288

Services Division
753-7753

r

Pant
Suits

HBO 0 BEIM

lid

25% oft

Deli

Is Now Open

Specials

Uncle Jeff's Clothinglilhoe Dept.

'
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

'10 Years..Ago
The-Murray - State University.Marching Thoroughbred Bead,directed-by _
Paul Shahan,- will march in the
inauguration parade for Governor
Louie Nunn in Frankfort on December
12.
Deaths reported include John Mark
Barnett, age six, who died from injuries
after being struck by a car at Main and
Eighth Streets, and John Tubbs,age 85.

Medical Costs Spiral
To Be Looked At By GA

.„EBANKFOBT jy LAPJ—
_ individual can be declared mentally__
mentally
seemingly endless spiral of medical incompetent and institutionalized.
named among the campus favorites
-HB17 would provide for medical
costs is a matter expected to -receive
and Ben Hogancamp as one of men on
assistance payments for dentures
close attention and considerable debate
campus at Murray State University.
in the-upcoming session of the Ken- contingent on a preauthorized
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rielnnan will
agreement between the medical
tucky Legislature.
observe their 511th wedding anniversary
,thider- a -proposal-pre.filed far the _ assistanc.e.pregram.and 4,dentist..The
--11h December12.
program now pays for pulling teeth but
1978 General Assembly, a health serMrs. Lloyd (Masako) Cornell, native
not dentures.
vices cost review commission would be
of Hawaii, spoke at the Hawaiian Luau
-SB56 provides for establishment of
established to analyze health care costs
held by the Baptist Students of Murray
an office for rural health services which
and to regulate rates charged by
State
University at the First Baptist
hosPitals and other health care
would administer rural health
Church.
assistance grants to local communities.
facilities.
The commission would be similar to The grants would be made on a five to
one matching basis for construction
the Public Service Commission, which
regulates utility rates. Hospitals and
and operation of rural health care
other facilities would have to justify
centers. The bill carries a $1.3 million
Seven Calloway County farmers
their rates and disclose actual costs in
appropriation for the 1978-80 biennium.
received special recognition for their
providing health services.
_ high_rom4de1itper acre in a coatest— - essence; the bill wouttrhalect
sponsored by -the Ellis Popcorn Corn- •
1/ John 1:unniff
public accountability in a diminishingly
pony. They were Robert Craig, Pierce
Ind% Nlatipitt
private health care industry.
McDougal, Dr. A. H. Kopperud,
Not surprisingly, the Kentucky
Charles Outland, Larry Suiter, Billy
Hospital Association is expected to
I Column of historical and genealogical
Smith,and Bobby Bazzell.
fight the proposal tooth and nail, as it
Preston Ordway, business manager
an 'do's. siuries and family notes.)
did in the 1976 Legislature when a
of Murray State College, was named as
similar proposal passed the Housebut4
chairman of the Murray Hospital,Boath died in the Senate.
of Directors replacing George Hart who
The KHA is expected to offer as an
resigned the position.
alternative the present arrangement of
Eagle Scout Larry Buxton has been
self-regulation, in which it and Blue
NEW YORK ( AP)- It's been a good
case is a smokescreen," a public
chosen to represent the Four Rivers
Cross-Blue Shield agree on rates among
year all in all, said the min from the ,..relations effort that beclouds the real
Council to the state of Kentucky during
The following information comes therm Virginia, where they became part
themselves.
U.S. Chamber of Commerce, citing its
issues.
the Boy Scout week activities of 1958.
from
an
article
written
by
Manning
of
the
Confederate
Army
of
the
The bill _that will come before the
successes on legislation before, a 95th
. High on the list of what the chamber
Miss Brenda Young, daughter of Mr.
Stewart Us 1935. It is a short history of Potomac;runder General J.E.B.
legislature in Jari
HE 20, Is
Congress-that"we didn't expect to be so
says are the important issues is whArit
and Mrs. Martin Young, and Waburn
- the Stewart family:
Stewart.
sponsored by Reps. Gerta Bendl, Dnon-liberal."
calls "steamroller" or "quicky"
Wyatt, son of Mr. and Mrs. Will Wyatt,
James Stewart came from New York
James Henry Stewart emigrated tO
John Carpenter, 13But now it faces its biggest test in
elections. Most elections to choose or
were married November 24.
state to settle in Caldwell County,about Texas (next week, this column will
years, the Labor Reform Act of 1977, a
reject a union would be held within 15
The Murray Knights overwhelmed
1795.
His
father
Charles
had
emigrated
have a Story of the trip back fent* Texas
Here is a look at some other bills r'bill it calls_"a fraud on the American
days after the union petititions.
Hugg The Druggist 107 to 72 last night to
from
Scotland
before
the
Revolutionary
to
Kentucky)
and
began
a
career
in
relating to health care that have.been
people " and a "power grab by the
"They're saying that if they can't get
clinch another victory and remain the
War. He operated a gun powder mill in farming. He enlisted in Co. H, 16th
Pre-filed for the General Assembly:
labor unions," even at the expense of
a quick election in a legal campaign the
two unbeaten basketball teams in the
New - York-Hite
- which supplied the Regiment, Texas Cavalry on MArch 7. _
7,-.7.HB.1,_-.wOuld- play- more -str.ingent-, employee& employer will be able-to dissuade at •"rpostler to Washington's army dining 1862. _He was
YalIèy League.
wounded in a battle iv. 'At
-requirements on graduates of medical
The house passed the bill OChiber S
least half the voters from voting the
the
Revolution.
Louisiana
in
1862,
but
was
still
shown
on
•
Schools in foreign countries who come a-vote of 257-163, The chamber claims
union in," said Thianipion. - James Stewart was a very active the muster rolls in early 1864. His inthe better judgment of U.S.
to Kentucky to practice medicine.
He claims close to 50 per cent of cases
man, making frequent exploratory and juries left'him blind and he later died,
.SB58 would create a technical ad- representatives was compromised by
are lost by the unions, even through the
hunting trips, and going into Chickasaw in 1885, of wounds sustained in the war.
iiisory committee on home health care union pressure, money and remiaders -average election today comes 30 days
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Bub
Indian territory. After One of these
Charles Houston Stewart became a
to work with the Advisory Council for they wouldn't forget at electiontinle.
Maupin on the East Highway was
after the petition. Within 15 days, he
forays; he joined a neighbor,- David school teacherin Texas,later returning _
It -now seeks to defeat the bill in the
Medical Assistance. The bill also *Ould
destroyed by fire on December 8.
says, many emplokers cannel get the
- Jones in a ciecision to migrate to -the to Calloway County where he was
add a position for a home health car, Senate. The unions won in the House
Deaths reported include Joyce
facts before their workers.
western lends. They decided to settle, Sheriff for eight years and county judge
provider to the council. The proposal is because "it was a power play based on
Bazzell, age seven.
If the union has cards from more than
about
1818
in
Calloway
County, near for four years. David J. Stewart also
--designed to help balance what home their political clout,". said Robert. 50 per cent of emplows within those 15
Members of the cast of thgplay,"Our
Wadeshoro,
moved 'to Texas, where he joined the
health care advocates say is an over- Thompson, a Greenville, S.C., attorney
Hearts Were Young and Gay," to be
days it wins. But if it does not, it does James
Stewart's
wife
was
a
Hubaard,
ministry of the Church of Christ. He
emphasiS on institutionalization. Home who heads the chamber's effort.
presented December 11 and 12 at
not lose; it may be allowed an adand David Jones wife was a Burns. The was also a farmer and later died of
health care stresses a preventive
Labor leaders respond with the cry,
Murray High School are Ruby Atkins,
ditional 30 days before the required
two families were joined together then injuries received in a teaming accident.
approach.
"Remember J. P. Stevens." In 15 cases
Joann Parker, Joe Blalock, Maurice
election, and probably another 30 after
Zebulon
Stewart
0809-1874) and Nancy
William B. Stewart enlisted in Co. H,
-HB15 would require the Depart- the National Labor Relations Board
Crass, Jr., William McElrath, Betty
that.
Jones (1810-1883), son and daughter of 3d Kentucky Regiment,on July 22, 1861.
ment for Human Resources to establish concladed that Stevens, a large textile
McKeel, Thomas Adams, Naomi
The chamber suggests this means the
these
two
pioneers were married in He fought at the Battle of Brice's
,La short-term crisis assistance program ctincern, violated labor laws. It has
McMillen, Gladys McKinney, Nettie
law is for the benefit of the unions-not
1830. Their eleven children were all Crossroads, Miss., in 1864. The Third
for persons who do not qualify for been fined more than $1 million.
Culver, Norma Lovins, Anita Washer,
employees.
born in Calloway County. Their Regiment- was organized at Camp
medical assistance under some other
"The unions did a great job tying in
Letitia Maupin, Donald Starks, Billy
Lesher,
"Obviously," said Richard
children were:
Boone, near Clarksville and parprogram. That would include childless with the J. P. Stevens horror story,"
Crago, Don McDougal,and Bill Cain.
who heads the chamber, "these
David J., born 1831, married Mary J. ticipated in many of the important
Couples and single adults. The program said Thompson. -J. P. Stevens is the
The Murray State College Faculty
provisions are'designed to aid union-k
Griffith in 1852; James Henry, born battles of the war, including Shiloh,
-would be set up on a county-wide basis most damaging thing we have to deal
String Quartet compose of Roman
organizers rather than employees.
1833, died 1885, married Mary Jane Vicksburg,and Nashville.with. It's an example of an employer
and administered by DHR.
Prydatkevytrh, first violin, Joseph
Otherwise, why should the time period
Williams (1841-1878) in 1857.
Zebulon Stewart's brother Charles
-HB16
would
define
more getting out of line."
Golz, second violin, Josiah Darnall,
be longer when the unions have fewer
Nancy E., born 1840, died 1927, was drowned in the Mississippi river
specifically the terms under which an
But, he maintained, "The Stevens
viola, and Charlotte Durkee, cello, will
menbership cards?
married William Baucom 1857; John while on a flatboat trip to New Orleans.
present a recital at Murray State next
The legislation also calls for exWesley, born 1834, died 1913, married Charles had two children, Andrew and
week.
panding the presidentially appointed
Mary A. Hughes (1839-1917) in 1863. Eliza. Andrew moved west and Eliza
"The Unfinished Dance" starring
five-member board to seven members
Ephraim Bush, born 1842, died 1893, married Henry Adams.
with seven year terms. The chamber
Margaret O'Brien, Cyd Charisse, Karin
married Margaret A. McMullin in 1865.
Next week, I will recall a covered
Booth, and Danny Thomas is showing
calls this "packing." It feels the new
Tabitha M., born 1836, died 1899, wagon trip made by the Stewart family,
at the Varsity Theatre.
members would tend to be prounion.
married G. H. lines (1832-1893) in 1869;
originally told by J. D. Starks, from
It believes also that the threat of
Andrew
Jackson, born 1847, died 1911, Texas to Kentucky in 1866.
government-imposed penalities'against
married Susan Ann Foard (1856-1912) in
employers, especially small ones,
1874.
would ' effectively discourage them
Charles Houston, born 1845, died 1898,
George S. Hart whose electorate to
from showing their side of the story.
the mayorality of mayor of Murray
married
Martha
Ann
Trevathan
(b.
Fear of them, said Thompson, might
would have become effective on
1857) in 1876; Zebulon Newton, born
j3rexlude any fight on the employer's
safety.
January 1, 1938, was officially
1844, died 1921, married Jennie Atkins
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The
apart."i.
The measure would allow the fire
• inaugurated as Mayor in a special town
(b. 1864) in 1881.
Beverly Hills Supper-Club fire last May
"The thrust of this effort is at small
marshal
to
take
almost
immediate
Joel B., 1850-1852, and Thomas M.
council meeting- on December 6 to fill
Kentucky
Set off a ehain reaction in the
business,:"
he said. "If the issues are
action in sitUations that now require a
out the unexpired term of Foreman H.
1852-1856.
capital aimed at preenting a similar
put to a vote and they lose, they run the
long and complicated process of
John W. and Ephraim Stewart
Graham who resigned on that date.
disaster in the future.
risk
18
months
later
of
being liable to
Graham had been appointed to fill out
enlisted In Co. F, 1st Regiment
The reverberations of the Memorial citation, hearing and review.
The purrs that refreshes. In Murray,
fines they cannot afford."
Further, the fire marshal could
the term of Warren S. Swarm who died
-Infantry, Kentucky Volunteers on April
Day weekend blaze, which claimed 164
Utah,
when
a
friend
cated
the
Leon
-The
little
guy
would
be
killed
if he
deputize local fire inspectors under the
in December 1936 and he did not run for
26, 1861. Company F was Organized at
Lives, will be much in evidence when the
Robertson residence, she heard the
couldn't pay," he said, arguing that "if
proposal and give them similar powers
the post in the election.
Murray and became part of the First
General Assembly convenes in
telephone lifted of and then what
becomes
this
bill
law
it
will
have
the
full
to take immediate action. In addition,
Members of the Murray City Council
Amery.
seeinert to be crfaint call for help.
Kentucky Regiment. which assembled
force of government for unionization
for the coming year are H.E. Elliott, F.
The friend called the police, and
The lawmakers are expected to the Kentucky_ State Police could be
at Nashville. These men were sent te
and
will
lead
in
five
years
to
50
per
cent
called on to enforce occupancy limits in
H. Graham, R. P: Holland, Robert S.
Lynchburg, Virginia, then on to norOfficer Calvin Dahl was sent to
consider two key pieces of legislation
of the labor force."
buildings in which large crowds are
Jones, L. D. Outland, and J. T. Wallis.
investigate. Dahl spent several anxious
that would mandate a departmental
Unions,
he
said,
have
been
losing
basketball
trying
to
gel
into
the
Deaths.. reported include Sam D.
moments,
reorganization involving the state fire gathered, including
locked
members and they want to get them
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
house, fearing someone inside was
Paschall.
marshal's office and a broadening of gymnasiums, night clubs and
back,
and
so
have
adopted
the
notion
As
a
service
to
our
readers,
The
The office and home residence of Dr.
injured. He was about to break in when
the fire marshal's enforcement powers. convention halls.
that "the solution to all problems lies in
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
and Mrs. Cody H. Jones at Lynn Grove
a neighbor showed up with a key. "No
One of the bills already has been preHowever, as a Legislative Research
the lawmaking process. "It's a power
periodically
publishes
the
addresses
one was inside but the telephone was off
burned completely on December 6.
filed under the sponsorship of Rep.
Commission issues manual for
grab," he said.
of the state and. federal elected
the
hook,
and
nearby
lay
a
Siamese
Cat
George M. Baker is manager of the
C.M."Hank" Hancock,D-Frankfort.
lawmakers notes, "to the extent that
Society will. recognize, he said, that
representatives serving our area.
contentedly purring away," the officer
Lend Acquisition Division-of the TVA
The proposal would'transfer the fire
the Beverly Hills fire resulted from
this is "an effort to change the basic
FEDERAL LEVEL
offices set up in the First National Bank
said.
marshal's office from the Department
improper enforcement of existing laws
labor philosphy under the guise of
Any senator . or representative
The Robertsons later explained that
building, Murray, with a local perof Insurance to a new state department
the General, Assembly may be limited
reform, and that it's the wrong
may be reached through the
the
cat,
sonnel
in its actions."
named
Mama
Rat,
loves
to
take
of seven persons.
for buildings, housing and construction.
direction. People are not in sympathy
congressional switchboard, 202-224the telephone off when it rings and purr
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson were
All architectural and engineering
with
a
legislative
effort."
3121.
A special investigative panel formed
honored on their golden wedding aninto the mouthpiece.
plans for new buildings would go to the
Said Thompson: "It would result in a
Here are the mailing addresses:
by the governor concluded that the
"Usually, we keep an elastic around
niversary on December 1.
new department for approval, rather
society
consumed
by
laws
and
lawyers
might
have
Beverly Hills
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
Dale Deibert of Decatur, RI., and
the telephone, but I guess the last one to
than to several agencies scattered death toll at
and a businessman wouldn't have a
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
been lower had there been proper enuse it apparently forgot, as we were Charles T. Yarbrough of Murray were
throughout state government, as is the
chance."
codes.
20510
existing
fire
C.
forcement of
D.
leaving home," Mrs. Robertson said.
elected as co-captains of the 1938
present case.
U.S. Sen. Harrison A. Williams, 0Sen. Wendell H. Ford
The investigation revealed numerous
football
Gov. Juliah Carroll announced at a
team of Murray State College.
N.J., says the act is necessary because
violations of state and local fire safety
4107 Dirksen Building
John Key has announced that the
Nov. 4 news conference that he plans to
current
law
the
has
deficiencies.
club, including
Washington, D. C. 20510, •
Mifiray Ledger & Times
annual singing convention will be held
issue an executive order by Jan. 1 that codes at the posh
Unreformed, the present act has
Murray Field Office, 753-1855overcrowding, improper construction
December 19. '
would, in effect, institute the
Apperson
I.
"become
a
Walter
legalized
mechanism
for
Publisher
.
and a faulty electrical system. In ad.Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr. reorganization envisioned by Han... . . R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
. .
suppressing workers' desire to
dition, the probe disclosed a legacy of
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
, The Murray Ledger & Times is published
WRITE A LETTER
cock's bill. The Legislature will be
organize."
Sundays, July 4, Christexcept
afternoon
every
Washington, D. C. 20515
haphazard inspections, poor cornLetters to the ediior are welcomed
asked to ratify the change by making it
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
New
Day,
mas
The
decision
is
likely,
to come from
STATE LEVEL
ernunications between state and local
Murray Newspapers,. Inc., 103 N. 4th St,
and encouraged. All letters must be
statutory.
Congress in January.
Murray,Ky 4207L Second Class Postage Paid at
records
in
the
missing
State
legislators
and
may
be
officials
reached
fire
signed by the writer and the writer's
proposal,
would
which
The second
Murray,Ky.42U71.
in Frankfort when the General
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. In areas served by
address
and phone number must be
strengthen the fire marshal's authority, state fire marshal's offiCe.
carriers, $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
Assembly is in session by dialing 1included for verification, The phone
has not been pre-filed but is exreeted to
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, HarThe Cities Committee, after com'564-2500 or by writing to them in care
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and
number will not be published.
receive final approval from the Interim pleting recent hearings, concluded that
Paris. Buchanan and PUrYear. Tn.. 017.50 Per
of the State Capitol Building,
From a child thou has known the holy
Letters should be typewrittep and
Joint Committee ori Cities at the or-e- Kentucky's massive life safety code, a
year. By mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
year
scriptures, which are able to make
double-spaced whenever possible
legislative conference at Kentucky compilation of several building and fire
Press
Member of Aasociated Pres.'s, Kentucky
adtresses tof state • legislators
these wise unto salvation through faith
and should be on topics of generalPublishers
Association and Southern
Dam Village State Park. The three-day codes,is adequate-if it is enforced.
_ _ Irspaper
serving
Call(hvity
county
am:
Association.
which
Is
in
Jesus
Christ.
II
interest.
Timothy
conference begins Thursday.
Several lawmakers said during the
entitled
to
exclusively
The Associated Press is
Sen. Richard Vieisenberger
3:15.
Editors reserve the right to
republish local news originated by The Murray
The proposal would give the fire hearings that the %General Assembly
Route 7
Ledger & Times as wed as all other AP news.•
Some people look upon the Holy Bible
condense or reject- any letter and
-marshal or his. deputies authority.to cannot legislate eaorcement. It can
NUMBERS
TE1.EPHONE
Mayfield,K.42066 ,
as a lucky charm. Bni for the- Bible to
limit frequent writers.
733-191p
Busasess Office
of** a temporary restraining order onlyproyide the statutory framework.
753-1910
Rep.
Kennetii.C. Imes
Classified Advertising
be
beantngful
in
our
lives,
Address correspondence to:
werrrust
in
read
_.,closing a place of peblic assembly
Fine-tuning that framework essen753-1919
Display
Retail
,
Adttertiiintt
it .regularly that .iL may_ nurture- o* - 2010S. 3rd Strtet
Editor, thg Murray Ledger &
753-141it
:.which lire e-ode Vaittions WereTound to tiallY.is What the Legislature- Wilt-be-.
.
.-Stoiray7
,1Zi._ 420,71 --753-10tr
•
Tithe*gos,V,Miitray,KY:42071; .
Aiewsand Nerts134r
*se an Omminent threat to public asked to do in the 1978 session.
N.
_.

20 Years Ago

"Good evening, sir. Would you like to do your part in
conserving energy?"

Business Mirror

Echoes From The Past

C of C Calls Labor
'Bill A Big Fraud

-The Stewart Family
In Calloway County-
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Tradgedy To Spark

40 Years Ago

Action By Legislature

Funny

Funny World

Bible Thought
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Murray Business News Briefs
UrgeTipeal Of
Motorcycle Law

Sheila Potter Named

She was selected for this
Sheila Potter is Franktitle as part of the Frankfort's 1978 Young Career
and
Business
fort
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The ment of Transportation as woman.
Women's
Professional
atate law requiring all well as members of the
-Chit's—activities com—
motorcyclists to wear legislature, tiegiafrorthememorating National
people's
feelings.
protective helmets should young
Business Women's Week
not be repealed according Their input and opinions
this week.
to area high school are needed and . we
Also competing for the
welcome the opportunity,
students.
were Ann Wright and
title
these-regional
by
The-- atudents, par- provided
Becky Crockett.
ticipants in the Kentucky conferences, to sit down,
Mrs. Potter is a freeYouth Traffic Safety Ad- talk to them and find out
lance writer having served
visory Committee regional what they think," Tranas a research analyst for
conferences held at Ken sportation Safety CoorThe Nelson Shroat Co. the Governor's Utilitt
Lake State Park and at dinator Bennie Maffet said. Realtors is pleased to
and
Rough River State Park In other action, the announce that Marie" B. Commission, editor
for
planner
services
social
voted to go on record as conference participants Hicks has joined the
Area
Bluegrass
the
regional
opposing the current at- elected
as
company
Sales
District and
tempt to repeal Kentucky's representatives to the Associate. Marie, a 1972 Development
assistant at the
mandatory helmet law Kentucky Youth Traffic graduate of Murray State teaching
of Kentucky.
during the 1978 session of Safety Advisory Corn- --University with-a degree-in University
rurrently involved in
for the
the OerierkrAajern_fily.
Business irthe wife of-Lt
writing a family history
the c- oming year.- of
PRESIDENT'S AND CHAIRMAN'S AWARD for exceptional performance by a profit Forty-four
Col. Louis E. Hicks, and
a
preparing
of
Vaughn,
son
the
Mike
the
attending
students
of
president
center was presented earlier this month to Henry H. Coords (left),
retired, and resides on genealogical outline of the
Mrs.
Dalton
and
Fisher-Price Toys, by Robert D. Stuart Jr., chairman of the board of The Quaker Oats conference at Kenlake Mr.
Drive
Camelot
in R. F. Gable family.
of Calvert City,
Company. A recipient for the third time in six years, Fisher-Price, a division of voted against repeal while Vaughn
Young
Frankfort's
of
son
Mr.
Curtis,
Joe
and
against
Quaker, was cited for outstanding performance during the 1977 fiscal year. Among 66 students voted
a
holds
Woman,
Career
River and Mrs. James B. Curtis
highlights of the year for Fisher-Price were a 17 percent sales increase; significant in- repeal at the Rough
bachelor's degree from
were
elected
LaCenter,
of
five
.
Only
conference.
f.reasein operating income;. and improved return on invested capital.
Murray State University, a
students, at both con- to serve as Region One's
master's from Illinois
KYTSAC
representatives.
the
that
felt
ferences,
University and is a candpresent law should be Vaughn is a junior at
diate for a doctorate at the
County
High
Marshall
revised.
University of Kentucky.
"People should have School and Curtis attends
She graduated alma,cum
enough good sense to I3a1lard County Memorial
laude from Murray and
realize that it is a good idea High School,
received four certificates
ear arid to wear a helmet when
By KRISTIN GOFF
Tim Crawley, the son of
Under the plan the U.S. market thSt,
for excellence in teaching
to in- you're on a motcire,cle," Mr. and Mrs. D. W.
AP Business Writer government will tie its in the process
English at the University of
reference prices to the cost creasing numbers of Joe Curtis, a student at Crawley Jr; of CampKentucky.
NEW YORK ( AP) — The of production and at- "dumping" complaints in Ballard County Memorial bellsville, and David Stahl,
Selecting the winner in
plan endorsed by President tendant transportation and which
domestic "Ugh Schiall., said.
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
competition Tuesday
Carter this pastweek to aid duty expenses For the'fianufactirrers . ATiff
were
Trenton,
of
Stahl
John
that
a
"It's obvious
evening were: J. Vincent
the nation's troubled steel world's most efficient steel foreign competitors with helmet is going to help you selected as the Region Two
„Apriley,atturney_svith the
industry may involve sore .411Infli.rers. currently The iliegaily_ailling_tielizt their if, you're in an accident. It representatives.
.
Office of Public Defender
. tricity tightrope walking In '-Japanese.
'costs to gain . à 'bigger never hurt anyone to wear is a junior at Taylor County
and a volunteer debate
the world of international
foothold in the U.S. market. a helmet but you certainly High School and Stahl is a Kingswciod.
U.S. Steel President If the government makes
of
parents
Jack Rose who is
•The
_
are
_
Hicks'
coach;
trade.
County
can be hurt without it," senior at Toddtwo children, Jeannette on the staff of the Council
The path chosen by David Roderick said this such a finding, the Mendel Stewart, a junior at Central High School.
Ill., and for Higher Education; and
Ctrter inyolves an attempt pas
,
Treas„ery, can,. iniposf
Accordiog to Maffet Stevens, Tuscola,
_Christian County High
'its
did
-Cincinnati,
gevernment--E.,-Jr:;
• Eve Lawson, 1978 winner of
tb reduce steel th-ports to
"dumping" duties.
KYTSAC, composed of
School, pointed out.
Marie and Louis are the BPW District Young
Ohio.
the 'United States market calculations "fairly" that
Administration officials
from
students
David Stahl, a Todd high school
without ,_.the use of such would mean the price for a concede that if reference County Central High School throughout the state, members of, First United Career Woman title.
steel
Japanese
of
ton
Mrs. Potter is-the forme,
traditional measures as
prices are to be effective, senior, also advocated'serves in an advisory Methodist Church. They
ton,
a
$360
about
Murray
resided
the
in
have
be
Bucy, daughter of
should
Sheila
or
ta,riffS
• quotas,
then domestic producers retention of the mandatory capacity to the state
the
area for eleven years and Major and Mrs. Solon
•negotiate-d -trade or about_ equal to
cannot continue to file helmet law.
Department of Tran'ere formerly residents, of Bucy, 408 S.. 11th Street,
current average domestic . patchwork dumping...corrn
.agreements.
-'Heimiet- use -should be sportation.
Panorama Shores.
Murray.
Instead the plan would price. But he also added .plaints. But there is no in- mandatory. I was involved
use a system of reference that domestic steel priceesdication yet whether that in a motorcycly accident
would will soon be raised above Would be the case. Some and I came out With.just a
that
prices
automatically trigger a that level because of rising critics, in fact, have few scratches. In fact, the
government investigation costs.
'suggested that reference helmet probably saved my
Beyond what specific prices based on the cost of
of unfair trade practices if
life," Stahl said.
imported products were prices are set are broader steel production in Japan
"Anytime you interact
the
of
whether
questions
priced below the set levels.
would still allow European with other people—like
Both U.S. steel manufac- reference system can ef- producers to "dump" other drivers on the road—
turers and importers of fectively deal with com- because reference prices you ought to have to wear a
steel so far appear leery of plaints of "dumping" that would be less than their helmet," he added.
Begley Drug Company
such a system. But they have been at the heart of costs.
Mark Medlin, a student recorded increased sales,
insteel
the
domestic
are, in effect, waiting for
The steel assistance plan at
County Income, and earnings
Ballard
dustry's complaints. And also includes a variety of
the other shoe to drop.
Memorial High School, during the first six months
should
much
U.S.
how
the
The theory of so-called
proposed tax breaks and disagreed with the theory of the fiscal year. Sales of
trigger try to throttle steel imports loan guarantees for U.S. that those who ride $14,769,952 increased 9.6
reference or
pricing has been an- which provide American steelmakers with the broad motorcycles should have percent or $1,284,670 over
nouneed. But the specific business which a less ex- aim of helping • them the right to decide on last year's total of
modernize some operations helmet use.
list of prices for a variety of pensive product.
$13,485,282 Net income
Imported sales have and improve eff'ciency to
steel products won't be re"That's
all
like
rose to $340,647, an inremoving
leased until later this risen to as much as 15 compete with more ef- speed limits and letting crease of $41,559 or 13.9
percent to 20 percent of the ficient operations abroad.
month.
each motorist decide what percent over last year's
speed he wants to drive," figure of $299,088. Earnings
Medlin pointed out.
per common share were up
And, according
to 17.3 percent jumping to $.61
another Ballard County this year from $.52 last
.
Memorial student,- :Vicki year.
Denton, the
helinnt
For the three month
requirement is no less period ended September
Call 753-4451
reasonable than other 30th sales were up 11.9
driving requirements.
percent, an increase of
"You have to have _a /785,337 over last year's
license in order to drive figure of $6,621,343 for the
and you should be required same three months. Net
to wear a helmet in order to income for the three month
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock
ride a motorcycle," she period was $134,159 coms Choice-For Fine Printing"
"The Businessman'
said.
pared to $99,020 for the
The group's decision, same period last year. This
Murray, Ky. 42071
10,2 North 4th Street —
favoring retention of the marked an increase of
mandatory helmet law, $35,139 or 35.5 percent.
In The Long Run, Men Hit Only What They Aim At. 753-5397
will be forwarded to the Earnings per share were
Henry David Thgoau
interim legislative com- up from $.18 to $.25, an
mittee on highway safety. increase of 6.07 or 38.9
"It's important that we percent for the three month
in the Kentucky Depart- period.
311 KENTUCKY
Begley. Drug Company
_
PADUCAH, KY.
now operates 45 drgu stores
442-9331
1 in 25 KentuckyBig comThis is whcrt he
[—
"B"
munities and 50
used to look like One Hour Dry Cleaners
115 SO. 4TH ST.
Today, we don't
located in Illinois, Iowa,
MURRAY, KY.
know what the
Missouri, Kentucky,
753-1763
criminal looks like'
Tennessee and Florida.
also
Company
The
IN MARSHALL CO.
operates B & B Equipment
TOLL FREE 527-1624
and Suppl Company, a
wholly owned subsidiary,
which is a ,wholesaler of
lrtrlfrirtflrtrrInnrerInrif
dry cleaning supplies and
equipment.
The Company has its
Offices
and
Central
Around 1400, a German
Distribution. Center in
named Carl Becker
Richmond, Kentucky. It is
coined forgeries of ana bublicly neld company
cient Greek and Roman
guard your
with its stock traded in the
Security with
coins, so good they often
Crime Insurance by
Over-the-Counter market.
passed as authentic'.
It is listed a NASDAQ
Recognized forgeries of
Great Central
under the symbol BGLY.
ancient coins are ntilin
Insurance Company
called "Beckers."
Contact
by Bill Boyd

Mrs. Hicks
Joins With
Shroat Firm

This Week In Business

1

Begley
Reports
Increase

We've Found The Better Way

SANK NOTES

•

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS

CREATIVE
PHOTGRAPHY

SBA provides,counseling
service through the Service
Corps
of
Retired
-Executives (SCORE) on
the first Thursday of each
month at the above
location.

JOE SLEDD
INSURANCE AGENCY

!V\

lesions lemons Specialist

" _

1111111a1t31.
Ity. 421111
1113-61142

A bank which offers you the full array of
valuable banking services is called "Full Service'...this bank,for example.

likcir

inAmerica.

by

Ted Wilson
753-7360
304 MAIN

omciammonsocemom

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency

Winchester Servites

1

In special swearing in
ceremoniea• .Defore Abe__
Kentucky Supreme 'Court'
A Small Business Ad- at Frankfort, Steve A.
Loa n vecCoy of Villa Hills, Ky.
ministration
representative will be was admitted to the
available in Paducah, at practice of law in the
City Hall (second floor), Commonwealth.
Commissioner's ChamMcCoy, son of Mr. and
bers, from 9:00 a.m. till Mrs. Allen McCoy, 1511
12:00 noon, Thursday, Sycamore, is a graduate of
December 15, 1977 to Murray High School and
discuss financial and the University of Missouri
management AissiStailet
Jiirlk- to
available
small" Errittorate Degree from —
businessmen.
Salmon P. Chase College of
Visits by SBA staff are Law and is currently a
made to Paducah to reduce chemical engineer with the
or eliminate the need for Proctor and Gamble
area businessmen to travel Company of Cincinnati,
to Louisville for the Ohio.
agency's services.
He is also a partner in the
Businessmen inquiring law firm of Congers, Ashabout an SBA loan are craft, Purdom and McCoy
asked to bring with them in Erlanger, Kentucky.
current profit and loss
statements and a balance
sheet for the last complete
business year.
Persons not _presently in
business, but seeking
Office•Studio
financial help to start
should bring a current
personal financial
statement. Phone 15021 442-

Reliability And
Friendly Service
Come in and stock up on all
your first aids, vitamins and

supplies now!

It's good business to protect
your investments with complete insurance coverage.
Call us today.

PRINTING

We Salute the Murray High School
arching Band,"National Chat'

SBA Rep McCoy
To Be In Admitted
Paducah To Bar
Thursday

1,4T'ICRAY

Irlf

•

FREE
DELIVERY

The Clinic Pharmacy
104 N. 5th St. 7 753-8302

I

1[1111 IIIIi111.1

Fall ABOUT
POUR FARM INSURANCE?
•

gion0
IFamid

Irmo
En/
THEN PICK YOUR OWN POLICY WITH

FARMER5
RarKINER5
MULUCUARD
Choose from a selection of flexible
insurance plans to protect your farm, -borne,
and personal property.
We can take your choice of MULTIGUARD.
coverages and combine them into one
comprehensive package of protection for your property, plas insurance for-most of
the liability exposures you and your family -•
may face during personal activities.
See us today about a personalized
MULTIGUARD insurance plan for your
farm and family. -

The Murray Insurance Agency
Bei hi,ShoW1419 Center

•

fbeeel$14711

Member,FDIC
•

- A. •

• 71R.1214M11-1V111!
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Tigers Manage To
Escape Past Wingo
expect out of a team captain.
By KEVIN PENICK
Perry snatched the rebound players such as Scott Tucker, This was Boone's first
start of
Ledger & Times Sports Writer and was fouled by Indian Eric stayed- with the Tiger teant
the year and he did real well
and
tied
the
score
often
in
the
-Stewart. Perry, with an
The -Louisville Courier-- —opportunity-tu-shutout Wingo, seconsLand third.quarlers of on the boards for us and
Wilson's—Two p—felsTWE'lltcrJournal has little Wingo High went to the line in a bonus action.
iced the game for us.
throws
Wingo
School ranked third in the situation and missed the first
coach
Wayne
"We go against Todd County _
First Region and now Murray free throw. Wingo got the Wadlington said that when his
High coach Cary Miller knows rebound and Perry fouled leading
shooter, Steve Central tomorrow night.
why. Coach Miller had some Scott Green. It was Perry's McClure, fouled out in the They're a Second Region team
anxtotts -moments Friday fifth four of the evenbrg and he folarth
Wirige.!4 and they are always tough. We
night as the Tigers slipped by went out of the game with 1:30 chances of victory were Will just have to be" ready for
host Wingo High 87-81 in what left to play and the Indians considerably lessened. With them," Miller added.
Murray's " B team looked
proved to be an exciting game. still hot on the warpath.
Tucker and McClure both out
good as they stomped the
action
of
the
Indians
didn't
Fortunately for Murray,
With 5:24 left lp go in the
have anyone to fall back on Wingo team 59-32 in an imgame, and the score-tied at 71- Green missed his free throw
the Tigers took the bit so pressive preliminary game.
and
71 after Wingo's Steve and Harcourt was able to go in
After tonight's game at
to speak and ran with it.
layp.
another
for
UnforMcClure sunk two from the
Todd Central the Tigers will
Tiger
coach
Cary
Miller
foul line, Murray High had tunately Harcourt charged as said, "We
beat a good ball host Syinsonia Tuesday.
possession of the ball and six- he made the basket, which did
club
tonight
and we are im—
Army aigh
foot-senior Ed Harcourt-put in- not count. Wingo was given
proving right on schedule. The
leAL_RLS.u_
_under
own
ball
their
the
a quick layup to -give the
Giiitam .
CoUrier-Johrnal har Wingo Harcourt
11 3 1 25
Tigers the lead. Wingo took basket and Eric Stewart got._ rated as
4 10
third in the Region Taylor
the ball out and as Steve two from the field to bring the
3 1 5 7
Perry
and
I
can
see
why."
1
3
5 5
Boone
McClure went for a layup, he Indians back within scalping
6 0 1 12
He went on to say, "We're Kursave
Jeff
Tiger
80-79.
at
distance
fouled Tiger Frank Gilliam.
0 2 2 2
developing our bench and it is Wilson
36 15 19 87 _
Total
With the score at 73-73 and Kursave managed to sink one
really
improving.
Willie
Perry
WIMP 1111111
4:23 left in the game, Gilliam from underneath for Murray
did a good job for us until he
fg ft pf tp
went to the line and made two with only sixty seconds of
7 6 5 20
McClure
got in foul trouble early in the Clark
11 4 3 26
free throws and the Tigers action left.
5 1 3 II
quickly
lost game. Jeff Kursave had an Stewart
Wingo
were once again in the lead.
Baker
4 2 1 10
extremely fine game, his first Clapp'
6 2 3 14
There was a rapid turnover by possession of the ball and
of
the season. This was Green
0 0 2 0
Wingo and Harcourt put in a Gilliam put in a layup to
33 15 17 81
UP AND IN - Willie Perry of Murray High goes to the inside
Total
HARCOURT AGAIN - This was a familar scene at Wingo
probably Gilliam's best gan
precarious
Tigers
the
stretch
28
Murray
20 24-87
15
quick
layup
to
stretch the
and powers his way up for two of his seven points The Tigers
Friday, Ed Harcolgt of the Tigers hitting from the inside Nor
Wingo
25 17 19 20-81
lead to 84-79. Charging was of the season. He showed the Preliminary:
Murray
lead
to
77-73.
59-32
Murray,
over
the
win
scrappy
81
with
%Vigo
an
3,
managed
escape
to
'
. points for the Tigers in the best per
court poured in 25
called against Wingo with 40 leadership that we need and
team
formance of his coreer.
(Stet Photos by Kevin Penick)
The ball was in Play Under seconds left on the rapidly
the Indian basket when then ticking clock. Harcourt went
/
2 Gilliam went for the to the line and hit the front end
the 6-21
rebound and fell as he came of his two foul shots.
down with the ball. 'The ball • Once again the Indians were.
went to the Indians and
given the bill only tolose it to Clap immediately put the ball Murray High's alert 'defense.
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
m from underneath to. melte Wingo's Chris Clark fouled
HONOLULU - (AP) — sidetrack the Reds' deal, too. slugger Bobby Bonds from orchestrated with
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE--- -- the Mets, -the-score 77-75.
• Tiger Bill Wilson who went to
- Baseball's winter meetings - He notified both teams that
he California to the Chicago Atlanta and Pittsburgh.
Murray High junior Howard the charity stripe for two
For...home owner,- apartment dweller, mobile home
drew to a closetodayfollewing would hold a hearing on the White Sox, but it was lost in
The Rangers_ came away Boone wea.
f014c1 on the lay shots, both of which he hit to
dweller, small or large businessman; mover,anybody
a week of frantic trading transaction within the next the snowball of activity that from it with Matlack,
actrprbblerrt: "
-With
—
-- • - •
a stylish and he went to the charity put the icing on the cake for
activity that greatly altered two weeks.
climaxed the meetings.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
left-hander, Oliver, a con- stripe and gained a precious Murray. With 10 seconds left
several teams in both leagues.
The Yankees, anxious to
On the administrative front, sistent .300 hitter, and Minor point for the Tigers, making it
entrance,security,lights,insurance.
on the clock, Stewart sunk a 20
The highlight of the patch what they suspect might Kuhn lifted the suspension of league infielder
Nelson 78-75.
foot jumper for the -Indians to
convention had to be a com- be a leaky set of starting Atlanta owner Ted Turner Norman. The
Mets received
narrow the Tiger lead 87-§1.
plex, four-team, 11-player pitchers, paid $100,000 for three months before it was due Montanez,
Murray
High
stole
the-ball
outfielder Tom
The buzzer sounded as the
transaction that included Andy Messersmith, the hurler to expire and National League Grieve and
and
Gilliam
slipped
through
-a player to be
ball was frozen by Murray and
• some top players, such as who started the free agent President Chub Feeney was named
the
Indian
defense
to
sink
a
later. Pittsburgh got ,
the Tigers had 'their second
_pitchers -Bert- Blyloven and - revolution twe.years ago,and _ _granted 45 j_Wly fourIPT filxleven
and Milner, and layup and keep the Indians out VictOry of the season. Gilliam
Jon Matlack, first baseman added reliever Rawly East- contract. In addition, new Atlanta
of
striking
distance
at
80-75
received pitchers
led the Tigers in scoring with
Willie_ -Montanez and out- wick from this winter's free capital was pledged to the Adrian Devine
and Tommy with 2:03 left on the clock.
Tigers were
-lielder Al Olivet'. After -agent alais.
financially struggling Boggs and minor league Clapp scored from the left side 26 points as the
641 North, Center Drive
Atlanta, Texas, Pittsburgh
for Wingo as the clock ticked hitting 50 per ceqt from the
Earlier in the week, Mon- Cleveland club and the sale of outfielder Eddie Miller.
Neer perkins Pancake House, behind Carl Howard Used Cars.
field. Harcourt had 25, Kurand the New York Mets had treal picked up half of the Boston Red Sox,to a group
Boone,
down.
in
his
first
Not to be outdone by the
U-STORE IT
U-LOCK IT
save had 12, and Taylor added
startled the meetings with Baltimore's starting rotation, headed by General Manager
fourclub blockbuster, Cin- starting game of the year, 11 for the evening.
KEY
THE
that whop.pei,_ Cincinnati _signing free agent_ Ross Haywood Sullivan and former cinnati went
U-KEEP
on
drove
a
fastbreak
and
out and got Blue,
The Tigers fought a running
landed a hayniaker of its own Grirnsley and obtained left- trainer Buddy LeRous, was adding
him to a pitching staff -charged a Wingo player, thus battle all night with Wing-o.
month $16®
5'xI0'
by obtaining pitcher Vida Blue hander Rudy May in a six- rejected by the American headed
giving
the
Indians
the
ball
in
by three-time Cy
couldn't
High
Murray
When
-from Oakland.
player swap with Baltimore League.
Young Award winner Tom their own hunting ground. penetrate the Wingo defense,
5'x16'month $23m
But Commission Bowie that left Orioles Manager Earl
In all, 20 trades involving 51 Seaver. But Kuhn quickly Only 2:03 remained in the
outside
did
and
shot
from
they
-Kuhn, who blocked the sale of Weaver so angry that he players were completed. The
month $2500
stepped into that one, delaying contest and the' Indians were amazingly well as the baskets
8'x101
Blue to the New York Yankees almost quit.
biggest deal was the multi- approval of the transaction desperate as their leading
18 months ago, might also
The week's first trade sent faceted swap which Texas which would remove from scorer, Steve McClure, was in went in over the Indians'
month $40®
101)(16'
heads. The Indiarlli, though
Oakland one of the last links to big trouble with four fouls and suffering from injuries to key
.
the A's three-time world Wingo trailed 80-77.
The Wingo team put the ball
championship teams of 1972n- the air and Murray's Willie
1974.

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

Baseball Meetings Close Today

753-4758

Kentucky High School Scores

Er4M,',Ro

,Lirriek

• ,
Lex Sayre &I Ky Deaf School 67
Burgin 62 Here,. 56
Buckhorn 111 Annyille
Lynch 84 Ow sley Co 78 —
'.
Bowling Green 80 N Bullitt 69 .
Frankfort 69 I..ex Tates Creek 60
Virgio-78 Millard 59
-,
firisvan Co 67 East Carter 62
Li Breck 75 Fleming Co 62
• 0: 1! ,

-

Hazard 71 Ca wood 55
• Clay Co 78 Breathitt Co 67
Bethlehem 78 Washington Co 75
Nelson Co 84 Taylorsville 56
Adair Co 54 West Hardin 51
Anderson 1'053 Garrard Co 51
.Ashiand 69 Ash Holy Family 44
Auburn 62 Glasgow 54
Ballard 96 Westlxir 74
Barbourville 58 Evarts 55
Bardstown 83 Caverna 75
Bourbon Co 75 Nicholas Co 34
Boyle CO 78 Mercer Co 65

Butler 73 Bishop David 52
Carroll Co 71 Gallatin Co61
Central Citv 64 Allen Co 60
Chandlers 91 Fordsville 76
Clark Co 67 Bath Co 59
Cumberland Co 80 Monticello 67
Dawson Springs 72 Providence 49
Dayton 78 Coy Jahn 43
DeSales 78 Fairdale18
Drakesboro 83 West Hopkins 75
Edmonson Co 74 Franklin-Simpson 66
Elizabethtown 68 Fast Hardin 47
Eminence 86 Evangel 47
Fern Creek 73 Warren Central 61
Fleming-Neon 63 Magoffin Co 60 Green Co 58 Russell('o57 Harrison Co 67 Paris 55
Harrodsburg 79 Richmond Model 77
Henderson Co 68 Owensboro 55
Johnson Central 73 Fairview 58
LaRue Co 60 Hart Co 48
laurel Co 67 Rockcastle Co 55
Lee Co 87 Hazel Green 76
Lea Henry Clay 69 Danville 59
Lincoln Co 90 Casey Co 76
lone Jack 71 Harlan 48
1.ynn Camp 71 Jackson Co 65
Male 58 Jeffersontown 56
Mayfield 105 Calloway CO 63
McLean Co Ill Webster Co 70
Meade en 83 St Rom auld 62
Middlesboro 71 Corbin 62
Millersburg Military 61- L1 Heights 45
Morgan Cot? Lawrence Co 76
Ninth &040 Tri-City Chris 34
Pikeville 67 Wheelwright 61
Rus.sellville 53 Olmstead 52
*ott Co 86 Henry Co 51
Somerset 69 Russell 54

Stuart 82 Western 72
St Xavier 61 Durrett 57
Taylor Co 99 Marion Co 80
Thomas Jefferson 79 Southern 60
Todd Central 74 Butler Co 59
Tompkinsville 57 Metcalfe('0 54
Txiga en 94 Union Co 7n
Trinity 94 Eastern 61 •
Valley 77 Beth Haven 65
Waggener 60 Ahrens 54
Warren East 84 Campbellsville 56
Wayne Co 68 Pulaski Co 53
Williamsburg 71 Red Bird 66
Woodford Co68-Est ill Co 67

I

.

1hrens 49 Waggener 44
Atherton 16 Seneca 31
Ballard 45 Westport 38
Chandlers 67 Fordsville 26
Clinton County 43 Barren County 41
Evangel 46 Eminence 36
Ft Knox 42 North Hardin 41
Holy Rosary 49 Fairdale 22
Iroquois 57 Doss 52
Jackson Co 48 Lynn Camp 26
Jeffersontown 67 Male 61
Moore 62 Manual 35
Owensboro 65 Henderson Co 31
Scott Co 86 Henry County 51
South Hopkins 55 Ft Campbell 49
Thomas Jefferson 58 Southern 53
'Tompkinsville 52 Metcalfe 43
Trigg Co 71 U Heights 21 c
Valley 96 Beth Haven 30
Wa vise Co68 Pulaski Co 53
Western 50 Stuart 40
Williamsburg 85 Red Bird 10

MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
1API ---• Center Bob Martin
scored 25 points and collared
eight rebounds to spark
Middle Tennessee State past
Georgia Southwestern 79-58 in
college basketball Friday
night.
Martin, a.senior, connectbd
on 12 of his 16 floorshotsr, scoring consistently in the game's
opening minutes as the Blue
Raiders jumped to leads of 104 and then 18-6. The team led
34-21 at halftime. Junior
forward Greg Joyner added 19
points.

Horace Peterson
led
Georgia Southwestern with 16
points on eight field goals.
Teammate Horace Winberly
added 12 points and was the
game's top rebounder with
nine.
Middle Tenhelsee connected on 36 of 58 field goal
attempts for a blistering 62
percent in the game, while the
Georgia squad hit 27 of 51 for
52.9 percent.
Middle Tennessee has won
three of four games this season. Georgia South Western is
5-5.

_
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SelectaVision '•

-

•
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••"--.e

06

You'll never have to miss
the good things on TV again.

Model KP500
Cassette/FM Stereo
Supertuner

See what you've been missing! SelectaVision records any
program (even while you're asleep or away)—plays
back on any TV!
See (and hear) yourself on TV! SelectaVision has two
dptional black-and-white TV cameras. each with built-in
microphone. I

Reg. 6169.95

IF
.(Installation Available)

4,111

e

TIMEP
11EIR
SUM
IPPIERS

SALE $15A00

ee it now!

MTSU Wins Over Georgia South

Records up to 4 hours on a single cassette!
Fri sat.

Come in now for a special showing!
,iggigmlbmsvas23 1/1•101.

Only

Surset Bollierard ,Ilusie
Dixielandafenter
. Chestnut Street— T53-0113Open Till 6:30

xis

LEADING SCOAR•- Fronk-Gilliam of the Tigers gaas insWe
ond past Chris clerk (34) of Wingo for two of his game-high 26
1- MOTS: CleritAt10111424.1orMiaga.itoving in for position in
the foreground is Howard Boone (41).

, fill ;f.
-"111711111111.11.1.1.ri. -KENTUCI
—.1411111111111111
.
.
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•
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Mayfield Near-Perfect, Romp
Past Calloway County 106-63
ty
t.

for
J..
TOO LATE - Jimmy Lamb tries to dump off a pass behind his back to Darryl Bushrod (24) but
Lamb was too late He was whistled for a charging violation as he ran over Don Hubbard (42) of
Mayfield Under the bucket is David Youngblood (32) while out on the wing is Joey Shelton of the
Cardinals
(Stet Pitotos by Mike Breeden)

ed

e.
at

IT'S HERE!

Aggies Post Win Over Host
Thundering Herd In Tourney

21
20
-10
5
12
87,
tp
20
26
11
10
14
0
81
-87
81

• -*

tv

tin

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Matheny scored 16 points to seconds and William & Mary
AP Sports Writer
lead Utah over Kent State and trimmed Cal-Fullerton 67-62
Last
year, .
Jim Larry Gray scored 33 points as as John Lowenhaupt scored 24
Killingsworth was coaching Long Beach State stopped San points.
Union
Idaho State's basketball team Jose State 94-84.
the First
In
Invitational Tournament at
when he lost to Marshall
Mickey Dillard and David
Charlotte, N.C., North
University in the Marshall
Thompton came off the bench
Invitational Tournament.
, to lead Florida State over Carolina-Charlotte whipped
Boston College 79-61 and La
What a difference a team
South Florida 76-67 in the
makes.
scored a 96-95 doubleopening of the Big Sun Salle
overtime victory over East
This year, KillingswOrth is
Tournament in St. Petercoaching at Oklahoma State
sburg, Fla. Seton Hall Carolina.
beat
Loyola-California
and his Aggies are on the long
- defeated West Virginia 76-73 in
Texas A&I 91-63 and Pepend in the same tournament
the other first-round game as
perdine defeated Texasagainst the same opponent. _
- Greg T.yilea • scored four
Arlington 89-88 in double
Killingsworth could enjoy
_ crucial points in the last 73
overtime in the opening night
how the other half lived
seconds.
..Eriday_xight, luxuriating in a
_af the Malibu,Slostlic_i_n_ Lo!
In the -.cougar
'
rat Angelesrevenge 9942 victory over the Thundering Herd in the Provo, Utah, Montana beat - In the opening round of the
-opening -of-the-11th Marshall-._Brigham Ycemg_
.Hatter_ Classic, New Orleans
Charlie, Yankus and Michael trimmed Centenary 93-59 and
tournament.
Ray Richardson hit two foul Stetson crushed Arkansas
After gaining a 51-51 halfshots each in the final 47 State 71-55.
time tie, Marshall lost the
rebound war to the Aggies in
the second half, and as a result
lost the game.
The
contest changed
By The Associated Press Pacific 72
dramatically when Howard
Nev-Las Vegas 101, San
EAST
Kelsey, a 6-3 junidr reserve,
Diego St 95 -- .
-Brown 92, Davidson 82
was inserted into the lineup
Oregon Col 99, Pacific, Ore.
Harvard 92, City Col, N.Y.
with two minutes gone in the 81
85
second half. Dogging Carlos
St. Mary's, Cal 120, Carroll,
Ithaca 72, Cortland St 60
"Bunny" Gibson all over the
Providence 73, Wisconsin 62 Mont 65
floor, Kelsey denied MarSanta Clara 76, Pacific 70
St Lawrence 79, Hobart 69
shall's shooting star the ball,
Southern Cal 93, New
Temple 80, Dickinson 56
forcing the Thundering Herd's
Mexico 80
Tufts 87, Bates 73
other colder-shooting players
W Montana 105, NW NazaSOUTH
into poor shots.
McNeese St 96, S Mississippi rene 104, OT
Leading the Aggies 77-73 in a 76
TOURNAMENTS
high-powered game, Marshall
First Round
Va. West 111, Greensboro 81
suddenly turned ice-cold.
Big Sun
MIDWEST
"You've got to rebound and
Seton Hall 76, W Virginia 73
Col Mines 100, Westminster,
you've got to play defense," Utah 94
Florida St 76, S Florida 67
said Marshall Coach Stu
Cougar Classic
Nebraska 65, Creighton 58
Aberdeen, whose team will
William & ,Mary 67, Cal
SOUTHWEST
play_ Southern Illinois in
Fullerton 62
Arizona 81, Houston 813 tonight's consolation game.
Montana 76, Brigham_
W New Mexico 71,
The Salukis were 66-65 losers Colorado 63
Young 72
to Auburn in Friday night's
First Union Invitational
FAR WEST
other first-round game as the
LaSalle 96, E Carolina 95, 2
Boise St 91 Cal-Santa BarTigers' Myles Patrick sank bara 77
OT
two free throws with 31
ilotte 69, Boston
Cal Lutheran Col 67, Clareseconds left.
Col
mont Mudd 45
In another tournament,
Pepperdine Classic
Cent Washington 90, Pacific
14thranked Utah and Long Lath 70
Loyola, Calif, 91, Texas A&I
Beach State advanced to the
63
Hawaii 85, S Dakota 48
eff
finals of the Utah Classic at
Pepperdine 89, TexasIdaho 86, Whitworth 76
Salt Lake City. Buster
Lewis & Clark 89, Warner Arlington 88, 2 OT

College Basketball Scores

12-10 lead. They never trailed
By MIKE BRANDON
Madisonville coming in here Youngblood had 12 and
- One minute after HubLedger & Times Sports Editor again. They stretched the lead
Tuesday and they are the top Hubbard 11, McCallon paced
bard's three-point play, David
Roger Fields was a highlY out to 22-14 just before Randy Wyatt
team in the Second Region. the way with 16 points while
hit two free throws for
successful baseball coach at McCallon hit at the buzzer
"We aren't going to put Olive added 14 and a hotthe Cardinals' first 40-point
MazfieldHigh School. During from midcourt to make it a
much faith in the ratings. It's shooting Gene LoCkhart 10.
lead, 15735.: At the end .01 the
ëoaeliIlIg'
stypciffirCa
Ofcareer
his
tdInfil lead- at the' third period,
CaIlóiiITii 3-2 anaily
Mayfield was up the per-for-Mince that counts
baseball, he witnessed a lot of quarterstop.
81-39 and Fields inserted five and nobody is number one meet former Laker coach
With 6:04 lea in the half.
great games.
new players- into the lineup.
until March," Fields added. Robert Slone tonight. Slone is
Fields got a chance to see a Mayfield led 29-19. Hubbard
The Cardinals, who were coaching at Carlisle County
- With 1:49 left in the
perfect game Friday. No, hit on an offensive putback, game,
upset 55-53 by Tilghman last and that's where the Lakers
the Cardinals hit the
nobody was out in the 15- Youngblood scored on a century
will be this evening, hoping to
mark as sophomore Saturday, are now 2-1.
degree knocking around cutback, Youngblood hit from George
The the Lakert, who were make it an unhappy reunion
Williams: brother of
five
feet, Clymer stole the ball former
baseballs. Fields is the
Mayfield star Eddie outrebounded
47-35
as for Slone.
basketball coach at Mayfield and hit a layup. Hubbard hit Williams
who is now
two
free throws, Shelton hit a
and the host Cardinals were
deceased, hit on a rebound to gZIZITRITIZZITIZ47/7/1113-r4ITIZT
knocking around Calloway, 20-footer and 6-5 Craig Sims make
it 100-60.
County to the tune of a hit a 10-footer. By that Si.
er)
"We "sent two people to the
Mayfield led 43-29 and there
resounding 106-63 win.
boards
(Hubbard
and
The talk around .the First were still almost two minutes Youngblood
) and just tried to IW
Switch from aperture to shut
M I NOLTA X D-111
Region this year was that left in the half.
ter-priority to metertid-manual
get out and get the break. I iv THE WORLD'S
ONLY COMPACT, operation
Mericifully, the first half really
Mayfield would be the team to
felt before the game
MULTI-MODE 35mm SLR
beat.,.if they could come up finally ended. Mayfield led 47- that
ov•frad• automatic exposure tri
the key for la wotild
plus or minus two lull
.withicthë juiiUplay. They 25 and .didn't even look tired.keeping
Stops
Bushrod -off -the
ILmall
•
-Clymer was the one who boards.
had it Friday.
1110 Series Woes, APeciaOY d•- ittf
I think we were just a
signed tot multi mode operi-- etAnd if 6-8 David Youngblood really got us going. He came little tight
All other Minolta lenses
in the first few
in
there in the first quarter
and 6-6 Don Hubbard could
operate id both apertureminutes.
We
missed
priority
and manual modes
play the way they were ex- when we were down and hit a everything
we threw up
Smallest. lightest. quietest
couple
pected, nobody could touch
of long ones and then there," Fields
auto winder you can own! op*A
said.
tional Auto Winder D advances ill
Mayfield. They played that we just started rolling. He also
'There's a lot of pressure
film tor single shots sequences do
played
way Friday. The two coman
outstanding when you are ranked number
as fast as 2 frames a second
defensive game too," Fields one. We
bined for 44 points.
Unprecedented creative free- ea
need to relax and not
dom. It gives you your choice of
said.
But the guard play...
pay too much attention to
aperture or shutter-priority
Believe it or not, the Car- Of Clymer's 12 points in the what the papers
autdmatton or metered-manual ad
say about us.
Operation at the
dinals made just six turnovers contest, 10 came in the first Things won't
flip of a switch
be getting any
in the entire contest. And in half.
Easy handling tool
easier either. We got
XD-11 Camera dillase with 1.7 Lens
the fourth period, Mayfield "They were just too
XD-11 Auto-Winder
played without their front line physical for us," Hargrove
won
fg ft pi tp
said.
XD-11 Auto 200X Flash
people.
Olive
6 2 3 14
They just whipped us. And mecanon
On the other hand, Calloway
Above Package at
,
$599.95 04
3 0 4 6
1.49
County had 25 turnovers and they did a good job of con- Illisrr
If Purchased Separately..----.
4 1 3 9 4
$659,95
taining
McCallon. They ran a
didn't come near resembling
4 2 4 10
SAVE $60.00
I VV(rit '
2 1 1
4
.defense. They G
the Laker team that came into
Also Available with if Letts Package
Slot5...Cull=
g
a
m
b
l
i
n
g
e
f
l
e
f
t
e_nOlive
ve-urider and put Guthrie-the contest with a 3-1 record
--"T
$1140.011
ttt
oo
o
after a heartbreaking over- two guards on McCallon and
°
17 63
28 '
--timoloss-Tuesday to Marshall_ Igst
et/
.
through - the • middle where County.
'. ..amyous•
• _ tv
h
"We didn't make a total'of Youngblood and Hubbard Shelton
5 I 1 11
- Hubbard
9
202 Cedar St.
3 24
-25 turnovers in- our -first three - were-.
irourribkroa
10
2 -to
We felt if we could come Mills
games," Laker coach Clayton
5
38201
Ruck
2
Hargrove said. "We knew that out and make a good show Clymer
0 12
901-3523242
if they had a great game and early we could play with them. Sims
3 2
0 6 4 If mail order, send certified check or money orWyatt
we had a bad game, it could be We were really up for the Moss
0 3 1:;1;
der
like this," Hargrove added:-game and-after the loss to MaddingWilliams
- "Supplies Limited**
6
0
4
12
Marshall
County, the kids Totals
It didn't start like that.
48
Randy McCallon hit the first were really anxious to show
Calloway
16
;t4 1;4-136
41112ZZ 7MVZ11174141174
"
:3
"V72111411
"
ZI tti)
Mayfield
14 25-106
two baskets of the game then people they,could play. They
6-5 Darryl Bushrod hit on a lyst killed us. inside,"
gAike.a.d.A.4.4w
rebound bucket and the Hargrove added.
Mayfield didn't let up in the
fakers led 6-0. •
Then Fields went to the second'half. -With 430 left in
bench and inserted David the third period, Youngblood
Clymer into the lineup at a scored from inside to give the
guard slot. Clymer hit a 20- Cardinals their first 30-point
footer to put Mayfield on the lead, 61-31.
'
- With 2:40 left in the third
board before McCallon again
scored for an 8-2 Laker lead. period, Don Hubbard hit on a
That came with 5:31 left in the rebound bucket and was
fouled. He hit the free throw
opening period.
Two minutes later, Joe and the Cardinals had the
Shelton hit a 15-footer from the score doubled and then some,
right side to give Mayfield a 71-35.
•

,„
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ilikenzie,ionnessee
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Never Before!

XL-100
COLOR TV
wa
if
SO MANY
DVANCED FEATURES

The finest
XL-100
color TVs
in RCA
history!

Model GB684
Tne Bennington

YOURS NOW ATA
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
PRICE

Gene Lockhart (53) of the lakeri
FROM DOWNTOWN
fires up two points on this 12 tooter from the left key.
Lockhart hit on four long junipers and had 10 points for the
takers.

rxi plea

lie Carreia
Model G8688

PAOCkil

013688

0 100% solid state XtendedLife
chassis-designed to
•

outpe,rform and outlast any
previous XL-100 chassis.

RCA XL-100 Prices Start
As Low As$37800

.to

• Automatic

Color Control and
Fleshtone Correction.
• RCA Super AccuColor black
matrix picture tube.

11.°

CAN'T BE STOPPED - Big Don _Hubbard (42) of MayfOld
f;res up ferfd of-his 21p,ts:
6-6 seriir Torweirdwavtim
ply unstoppable 'n a byilliont-game. Watching for the tokeri is
16 poineCcorerMinth kierittei
N••••••• -•
Th*

`v.

Low power consumption
actually uses less energy on
average than a 100-watt bulb

•
r..."°11111"1111.17;;;77KENTUCRY
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Here is another Center Ridge'buck. Talmage Sims
tagged this deer on the last day of deer season.It was an
8-pointer th:11 dfessed116 pounds.
Photo Courtesy Uncle Jeff's Spotting Goods

Many area outdoorsmen have remarked at the monsterous size of Calloway County
deer taken during the recent deer seasons. Several big racked deer like the above 10pointer tagged by Rt. 2, Hazel resident Larry Chrisman last Saturday afternoon have
---Airessed-irril-480-200-tiiisund-4asigts-Chrisinan hunted the Blood River area where A_
goodly portion of the larger deer were taken.
•

This unusually colored 5 pointer was taken in
Calloway County this last weekend by Hugh Outland.
The spotted deer weighed approximately 100 pounds
field dressed and was taken Deerwood in the Kentucky
take region of the county.
Pite-sy Uncle-Ws Sixiiting Goods

la-46'.4•141•4 eat

Approximately 1000 Calloway County outdoorsmen
enjoyed the two three-day der gun season allowed
this year. As a result of the split season, the Kentucky
Department of Fish & Wildlife Resources reports a
record deer harvest across the state. Kenneth.Tidwell,
Rt. 1, Murray, was among many of the successful deer
hunters. He is shown above With his 6-point buck that
dressed 155 pounds.

Bringing home the venison here is Howard Morgan, Rt.
6, Murray. Morgans fork-horn was taken during one of
the two deer gun seasons initiated this year by-the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources. The
first season was November 12-14 and the last gun
season ran from December 3-5.

MISSOURI DEER — After tagging a Kentucky.6-pointer, Sammy 1Celley travelled to a
small commupity in Missouri to deer hunt with friends who had been hunting for
nearly a week with no success. A late morning start seemed a-vtaste after having to
wait for a license agent to open so he could purchase his tag. Hbwever, a couple of - hours later, Sammy was in the right place at the right time. The above buck dressed
around 150 pounds and sported a set of 8;point antlers with a couple of non-typical
points thrown in for good measure.-Sammy resides at 100 South 13th, Murray.
Photo by Butch Greer

5..

Here is another example of the fine deer found in
Calloway County. lames Brader tagged this nice 8pointer Iasi weekend which field dressed 175 pounds.
Photo Courtesy Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods

N.111,

Ake Ent Hoy 94 -

Cartolt Tire Service
•
414tivt!e
., Us For

p

Storey's

Murray Bait Co.

Food Glad

Umrovol Gumbo and Michelon Lres

St •

Home of the Iongggg dozen

Open 7 Days A Week
Hwy. 641 So.

753-1489

Billy Dyer was waiting at the Check Station door at Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods store early last Saturday, morning to check in this fine 8 pointer. Dyer's buck dressed
out 125 pounds and was taken in the Deerwood Estate
area near Kentucky Lake.

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area

8 a. m. - 10:00 p. m.
1105 PoguR

753-5693

Quality & Quantity Guarenteed

Phone 753-8322

Photo Courtesy Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods
710

.
I

I

Murrly Home & Auto

BUCKS BODY SHOP
I

The )lore Jo; Ike

Hooks Wheel
. Alignment,
Sisetiolising in servicing tires & 4 W.IX Vtihicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6-579
N 4th• - - irs The hokum Pigsties*

•
Bear'
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Servict
/tont 751 157/

1

••••••••stroultlikomis

Colowater Ro
753-6448

BoretwoRK

'Outdoor Sporismau
•
•

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

r
fr--7
111014,*.,

900 Sycamore

753-5142

Oninso
•'-

a
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stated that Saturday was the
only day that does could b90
taken in the state-wide gun
season. He failed to say that
this only applied to Carlyle,
Ballard, McCracken and
Livingston Counties. That
Rkk *raw*
could have been very
detrimental to counties like
Calloway, that are just
If you read last weekend's much to say for the person beginning_to have good herds
'(Jddis:ifs -pages, you Probably% wh-o
suchideed;and established. thank-you again
read about comparative food what I do have to say isn't fit Mr. Davis. Thanks also for
values of wild and domestic for printing. That, like so your vote of confidence. Let's
meat, and about how much a many other wildlife violations, see..., with Jim in California,
deer is worth. Had I composed is an act that the doer must fo/irteen-year old Barry, Aunt
my column in time it would reconcile to himself. May his Polly, and Aunt Dot, and of
simply have been a con- nights be long and restless.
course my loving mother; that
densation of those two arOn the other hand, I was makes six fans!
ticles. Both articles had in- very pleased to have Mr. John
Well as Christmas is
teresting points, and better Davis call the other night drawing nearer, I imagine
you get to read them in their about the mistake on the six o- there may be those who would
entirety rather than only clock news program, about
partially In my.mumbo-jumbo the legality of taking dne.s last
column. Sometimes writing an Saturday. It's good to know
interesting and informative that Mr. Davis and apparently
article is hard to accomplish. I several others it seems, were.
try to include sections from concerned enough to notify the
imarticles that I feel are wor- proper authorities
thwhile, yet applicable to our mediately after the mistake
area and situations. Also I like was made. For those who
to add local news and a touch missed it, the TV newsperson
of personal "expertise"
without too much "bullshooting" But- düè tö the
between season lull in hunting
and interest, new ideas are
hard to find. I felt I had said
enough about sportsmanship
and slob hunters previously,
but then I heard about that
eagle that was killed down
near Jonathan Creek. Gents,
that bird was shot with a highpowered rifle, and to the
public,that spells deer hunter,
and that includes all of us.
pexso.n
Some
selfish
;
maliciously destroyed that
malLstic and powerful bird; a
mol oLthe freedc, we all
erish so much. I haven't

To The Point..
4

like to know about good
bowhunter gift items. First,
let me do you a favor and him
a favor by saying this; don't
buy any bowbunting equiPnent without knowing for sure
It is the type and brand he
already wants. Especially
bows and arrows. It's just like
buying shirts; there's always
the possibility of getting the
wrinig'die, and imiddilcifibtiYhim a red shirt if his favorite
color was blue? Bows don't
come in many colors but are
so various, and bowhunters by
nature are so peculiar. So
dwells
'
, your intentions with_
him or his hunting buddy,
before you buy. You may not
surprise him, but for sure
you'll know he'll be happy
with what you did get. The
only thi0g I.w.ould suggest that
any bowhunter would enjoy, is
a subscription to any of the
fine archery publications.
consider
Personally, I
"Bowhunter" and "Archery
World" two of the very best.
,Saturday is the first day of
the second half of bow season,
both statewide, and L.B.L.
Dress warm, hunt hard, and
gtonuckl _ _ _

Short Shots From
Land BeiVieell The Lakes
Weems& - -whieivatraddlastbsKentuelry---Use Area Reopens
Tennessee line.
Boswell Landing Informal
For additional information
use Area, located north of contact TVA, Land Between
Piney Campground in TVA's The Lakes, Garderi Pond, KY
Land Between The Lakes, the 42231,telephone (502) 924-5602.
170,000-acre public demonCenter Station and
stration area in western
Empire Farm To Close
Center Station a major
Kentucky and Tennessee,
reopened November 23, 1977, interpretive facility, and
after _being closed in Sep- Empire Farm, a 120-acre
tember
for
extensive model farm located in the
5,000-acre Environmental
renovation.
The folloWIng rates are Education Center in the
applicable at the family northern portion of TVA's
campgrounds for the winter Land Between The Lakes, will
season: Hillman Ferry, three close December 16, 1977, and
miles south of Barkley Canal will reopen February 18, 1978.
on Kentucky Lake shore in the Sunday afternoon open house
northern portion, and Piney at The Homeplace-1850,
Campground, near U. S. High- located in the southern portion
way 79 in the southern portion, of the 170,000-acre public
E2 per night and 50 cents extra demonstration area, will be
_IDI electrical -hookup—Winter rlisenntinired
Tennessee Duck Season
camping in these two family
The statewide duck season
campgrounds will be on the
honor fee system beginning in Tennessee will reopen
December 1, 1977. Campers Decemlxr 10, 1977. According
are asked to select their to the Wildlife Management
campsite upon arrival to the Unit in TVA's Land Between
campground, return to the The Lakes, there are seven
gate to fill out a fee envelope, remaining blind sights
and to deposit it in the fee box. available in the Bear Creek
Campers will only pay-for one Waterfowl Management Unit
day at a time. Visitors are also to be issued on a first-comeasked to camp on the same first-served basis. Anyone
site throughout their entire interested in these blinds
stay. A compliance check will should contact Robert Smith,
be
periodically Wildlife Section, TVA, Land
held
Between The Lakes, Golden
throughout the day.
There will be no camping at Pond, KY 42231, telephone
Rushing Creek Campground (502) 924-5602.
BOSIPOILLuiging

Four Wheeling
By &trip Brooks

a

it

DUCK LIMITS — Bluebills and Mallard ducks made up
the limits on a duck hunt recently for these two Murray
waterfowlers. Bruce Walker (left), 1603 Catalina and
Charlie Beak. 1306 Story Avenue frequently duck hunt
together on Kentucky Lake in the Pine Bluff area. When
not duck hunting, Beale usually has to listen to Walker
boast.about his Timber Lake duck call.

The young lad stopped to
stare at the object sealed
inside the gleaming glass
enclosure, fascinated by the
appearance of it. He knew
from his history books that it
was one of the truck machines
dating back to the period of
the Great Awareness. In its
primitive fashion it had rolled
along on the great rubber tired
wheels, not like the modern
cushion of air that now supported all methods of conveyance.
This was one of the truly
elite machines of that era.
Indeed it was secretly
whispered that this type was
capable of traveling across
even dirt and sand. The

_
Superiors kept this knowledge
as secret as they could,
fearing someoss, snight
venture to attetnpt to travel
outside the domes again. Each
of the four huge wheels was
driven by the evil internal
,combration engine that
poisoned the atmosphere in
the waning years of the Oil
Era.
The small wheel in front of
the seat was where •ane had
directed the motions of this
massive machine to roam at
will in the historical Outdoors.
he couldn't imagine great
expanses of dirt and sand
sufficient to drive on. All the
soil and sand he knew was
found in the great laboratories

where food was produced now
mostly by synthetically
controlledreactions.
The Great Awareness had
made that necessary. Man
had to be protected from
himself at all costs. The
government had been forced
to enact laws to assure survival. All chemicals had been
banned. Anything to do with
oil had been abandoned,
destroyed, concealed. The
great pestilence of insects and
diseases had begun, forcing
mankind to cocoon itself in the
great domes of sheer splendor.
The length of life was the
main objective. It had now
increased to nearly two

There's a new kind of were estimated at 13,000 to
population explosign hap- 26,000 in 1925, now number
pening-all across the country.. half a million. The elk
. wildlife. The latest figures of population 70 years ago was a
anircialsand birds provide the mere 40,000, today, there are
proof that many of our once about one million. Since 1895,
endangered species are now the white-tailed deer have
flourishing.
increased from 350,000 to
The contribution that twelve million. Wild turkey.
careful population control and -egret and trumpeter swan, all
good wildlife management on the brink of extinction at
96-acre enclosures on the Kerr have made is reflected in the one time, now
flourish in their
Wildlife Management Area latest published figures The natural
habitat.
near Kerrville. One enclosure prong-horn antelope, which
Since all wildlife, both
contained only whitetails, two
adult males and -four adult llllll1111111.111111111111111111111.111111M111.111lllllHIIllllllll llllll11111H111111111111111111111,
females; a second contained a
similar herd of whitetails plus
a brood herd of whitetails
along with a brood herd of sika
deer from Eastern Asia.
By the beginning of 1976 the
whitetails in the control enclosure had increased to 11
and by year's end they
numbered 14. The whitetail24 Hour Wrecker Service
axis pen, at the first of the
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.
year, held 11 whitetails and 19
Days 753-7404
axis, but by the end of 1976 it
had six whitetails, 14 axis. The
Nights 753-2486
whitetail-sika enclosure went
"We Appreciate Your Businessfrom seven whitetails and 27
31
sika to six whitetails and
11111113111111lllll111111111lllllIlltlllll lllll
lllllllIIllllllllll II
sika in a year's time.

- Exotic her A Throat
To Whitotaik

n-

te

Cold weather bass fishing recently paid off. for Bill
Bailey, 808 Chestnut Murray. BR -a- roiled meat —
salesman,found these bass under schooling striped bass
at Kentucky Lake. The largemouth went for the Mepps
spinner meant for the stripes. Bill also boated several
stripes to go with the above bass before he went home.
Photo by Butch Greer

AMERICAN BASS
FISHERMAN'S

Thornton
Body
Shop

hunted and non-hunted, were
placed under the protection of
State and Federal Fish and
Wildlife Departments, sound
management-principles have
been applied, to wildlife
conservation. These agencies,
which do more than just enforce hunting and fishing
regulations, are staffed with
highly trained biologists and
wildlife specialists. They are
responsible for clearing
woodlands, constructing

Jackie Hambric from has always wanted.
Albany, Ga., pulled-in 42 lbs. 3 'Ray Tester of Satellite
hundred years. The chief ounces of bass on the St. Johns Beach, Fla., the leader _the
cause of death? Cancer. River to Win the $100,000 first (14 dropped to third
place`cin'the fInarotttittg.:Jar
Religidi Mid Chafiged
Wade from Onalaska, Texas,.
worship. The sun was the Nov. 30, Dec. 1st and 2nd.
supporter of life sy3tenis now.
For his- winning effort-, took over first place the
Solar was all. With the sup- Hambrick received a $20,000 second day. On the final day
pression of religion bad come lodge on the St. Johns, which he finished in 5th place.
the demise of the, historical was give6 away by the 'Big Bass of the tournament
family units. Now only the American Bass Fisherman was caught by Dick Moorer Of
most beautiful of women and and Wilderness Lodges.- Lutz, Fla., and tipped the
the most intelligent of .men Jackie improved his standing scales at 11 pounds, 7 ounces
were permitted to _have each day of the three-day Dick made his catch just 30
minutes before weigh-in time
children. And the mandatory tournament.
sterilization of ninety-five
After Wednesday's first day on the final day of compercent of the population of fishing in the big tour- petition. For catehing • the
occurred at the age of ten nament, Hambric was in 6th largest bass, Dick received a
place, on Thursday he moved 17 ft. Ranger Bass Boat and
years.
The Superiors said this was into the third position, Friday Roadmaster Trailer.
All anglers who finished in
necessary. The young lad he outfished everyone and
wondered at the rack on the walked away with a vacation first through 50th place
rear window 61. the truck lodge in Flordia, something he received a trophy and a check.
machine. Perhaps this had
held the Abominable Gun
strictly censored in most were allowed children and time in one part of the world
history books. This had then seldom. Man must be was because of this. The
provided means for people to protected from himself government had banned the
hurt one another so it had to be whatever the cost.
abominable gun from their
punished and exterminated.
The young lad drifted into land. Stupid. In view of the
Professor Strange said that fantasy. He imagined himself laws which taught that all
the real cause of the over- at the wheel of that people of the world must be
throw of the ancient freedom magnificent truck machine. treated equally and fairly.
concept that flourished for a Driving off into the great Only the superiors must be
unknown wilderness. Where served. Only the Superiors
animals had once run free and meat and that just twice a
wild. Imagine seeing a real year.
Animal. Being able to take an
He wished he had been a
abominable gun and secure superior but he had only
meat. It was said in history scored ninety-eight on the test
books that most men in earlier last year when he was nine.
marshes 'and improving days had eaten meat. Now all Anything less than a hundred
wildlife habitat through animals were in zoos. Only was automatic inclusion as
planting cover and food. superiors were allowed to eat one of the people. He looked at
the superiors sitting in the
Experts in the departments
lounge and wondered who
Carry' out researchln disease
wildlife These funds have also been were his mother and father.
and
control
Looking back at the shiny
used -to acquire, develop and
management.
Sportsmen-supported excise restore nearly 40 million acres magnificant four'wheel driven
truck Machine the young lad
taxes on firearms and ani: of wildlife refuges.
By supporting the work -wondered if man in his
munition, and license fees,
(more than three billion being done by state fish and wisdom had become foolish.
FOUR
HAPPY
dollars, to date) have helped game agents, hunters and nonwilinite hunters alike can help our WHEELING. And take your
tor
pay
to
management and research. wildlife population flourish. children along.

-

641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.
All merchondise sold it discount prices

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
-11 Guns & Ammo
;Az
.7 641 South None 753-9491
„Hwy.

s
trIrrVorterlerWrrir~tri.:
•

Lindsey's
Jewelers

Prompt, Efficierkt-Service

UTSON

We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our lineof
Seiko watches

rtfitizer
Located W "Radroad Avenue

Muinhy,, ky

144 S Stb
at.

Jerry's Restaurant

Is Our Business"

Outdoorsmen:

753-1440

Chemical Co.
Inc.

-7534933

1
.

1977 Work/ Championship

Wildlife PopukNon Explosion

Photo by Butch Greer

The introduction of exotic
deer is spreading across the
Pnited States, and while
species such as the sika and
axis deer have adapted quite
well and provided more
hunting opportunity in many
areas, it has just recently been
determined that these species
could threaten the existence of
U. S. whitetail deer.
This ominous forecast
comes from wildlife biologist
D. E. Harmel upon release of
a study by the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department
which showed that when
native whitetails were placed
in direct competition with two
species of exotic deer, the
exotics had a much higher
survival rate. The study,
Izegun in 19700 involved three

-—

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Canipirig, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licers...

S. 12th St.

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. Itru Thurs.
6:301:00 Fri. L.Sato
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1 legai Notice

to the Administrator or
Executors verified
according to law, same
to "be presented to said
Mahala Outland, Dec'd.
Administrator
or
Gene Outland, 405
South 12th St.; Murray, Executors-in due-course
of law.
Ky., Administrator
Eulus A. Scarbrough.
,This 6 day of December,
-Dec'd, Crawford B. - 1977.
Marvin Harris, Clerk
Scarbrough, Route 5,
By: Judith Ainley, D. C.
Murray, Ky.., Adminstrator
2 Notice
Emniett Napier, Dee'd,
Anna L. Napier, Route 5,
WATKINS
Murray,
Ky., FOR
Contact
Products.
Executrix;
South
217
Jones,
Holman
Ludie Crverbey Cole,
13th, phone 753-3128.
Dec'd, 011ie Brown,
Route 1, Alm, Ky.,
MUSICIANS WANTED to
Administrator
buy Martin, Fender,
Nova Mae Routon, Dec'd,
Gibson, & MusicMan
J. W. Alsobrook, Route
Guitars& Amps. Save at
7, Benton, Ky., Executor
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Bon L. Canter.Dec'd.
in Paris.
Hays and Reba Wilson,
-Executors,
Vine,
807
Co
ufle
ADVERTISING
Murray, Ky.
DEADLINES
William T. Downs, Dec'd,
Stan Downs and Steve
All display ads,
Downs, Co-Executors,
classified displays
Route 6, Murray, Ky.
and regular display,
Gladys Swann, Dec'd,
must be submitted
Zann P. Ray, Route 5,
by 12 noon, ihe day
Box 98 Kingston, Tenn.,
before publication.
reader
Executrix
All
classifieds must be
All persons having claims
submitted by 12 noon
against said estates are
before
the day
notified to present them
publication.
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

saturda,, December 10 1077

Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS
1.Evaluates

DOWN'
1 Sword

..8-Krtmert-rrecir.
scarf

3 Golf mound
4 Printer s
Gift
measure
2 Island in
5 Long steps
-A.aistag-s04enimecl'4 PArt Cif
mounla,
churc.
:rest
15 Amer•can
cna,se
ostriches
coUOQ t
17 A continent
8 Race of
labbr I
lettuce
18 Group of
9 Hypotheticai
unions
force
iabbr I
10
Period of
19 Fidelity
office
20 Carpet
11 Implied
21 That is
13 Wise persons
tabbr
It Retained
22 Move
19 Flute pla040,
si ewife
20 Parts in play
23 Learning
Lance
22
24 Snared
23 Kind of
26 Distance
fabric
measure
25 More
(pi 1
competent
Insects
-21
28 Eat
29 Pertaining 'to the poles
31 Woods
34 Hebrew
measure
35 Girls name
36 Ariscie
37 W ight of
In ia
is
38
39 Man s
nickname
40 Spanish
article
41 Lasso
42 Abrasive
instrument
43 Locate
45 Schoolbook
47 Trials
48 Surfeits

Answer to Friday

PUZVO

r1111101
MOM
01911!"..!eti rrirre
r4fgral

2 Notice

DAY CARE will open for
night serviee,6:30 p.m. 1 a.m. Friday and
Saturday nights only.
Call 753-4481.

Check
Your
A

gp

.

de
l
-.

41 1
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•
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•
, 1
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•
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ERROR
4fINeME11.

WtiliEldd
2
Matta

ii211111

26 Bogs down
28 Unit of
currency

35 Warms
38 Aryan
invader of
(f
iol I
Britain
29 sat for
39 Assistant
41 Things in
30-.E
C' dish
law
31 Accomplish- 42 °better
44 Symbol for
ment
tellurium
32 Articles of
46 Babylonian
furniture
deity
33 Scoff

MMOMMIKAIMMW
MEMMEMMUIRMMU
IIMMIMMUMMIMBE
UMMMOMMEMM1OUI
MMOMMOIMIIMMOIMM

----------------

PORTRAITS,

bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 102.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-trance.

If You
Need Them:
fire

153-1441

Police
Rescue
Ambulance ,
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

753-1621
153-6952
753-9331
753-5131

153-3994
Compreheniivi -I
Care
. 7534611
Poison Control
751-1588
Senior Citizens . 1753-0929
Needline
'753-NEED
learn To Read . 753-1188

miumwammum
sommommumm Social Concerns
Committee and
OMER MINNIMMUMM The Ledger L
UMOOMMEMRUMEN
Times
UMEMOMMUUMEMM
MUMEMOMUMMEIM

Two (2) Satellite
Refuse Vehicles
One (1) 25 Cubic
Yard Refuse Vehicle
Bids will be accepted
until December 3-1,
1977 and should be forwarded to the City
Clerk's Office, City
Building,'
Hall
Kentucky
. Murray
where specifications
are available upon
request.
City of Murray
Sanitation Dept.

THERE'S
NOBODY
AROUND TO
WISH WITH
ME

WISH414
Idyl BONE

name a few. For
assistance call 753-0984.

littvp.‘
1it-110(1.v
Gramlibublv
love Crs,t.il
& leremv

/t-HELi WOULCN'T DO
A1YTR1N6 LIKE WT..
ESPECIALLY MAT CUTE
ONE a/ITN TkE 8EkTiFi,'L
HAIR- AND THE RECHtE5..

CHRISTMAS
CURL
Special. Professional $16
curling irons are now
reduced to $12.95 at
Reflections Styling. Call'
7534435.
SPRUCE
UP
for
Christmas with Mary
Kay Cosmetics. Call
Sonya Futrell, 753-4505
after 4 p. m and all day
Saturday.
3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Coy L
Hale would like to take
4.his means Vit thank all
of our friends , and
relatives for the many
acts of kindhess during
the illness and death of
our loved one.
We want to especially
thank Rev. Julian
Warren and Rev. A. M.
Thomas for their consoling words and Mrs.
Olivene Erwin--and Gus
Robertson, Jr. for the
beautiful music. We also
want to thank the staff of
.the
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the
Westview
Nursing
Home staff, Dr. Donald
Hughes, Max Churchill
Funeral Home, and
those who sent flowers
and food and all who
assisted in any way.
The Family: Mrs. Vara
Hale, Lemis Hale &
Family, Hilton Hale &
Family, Charles Hale &
Family
5. lost And Found
FOUND BROWN and
white spotted pointer
bird dog. Short haired
and male. Wearing
brown leather collar.
Found on Faxon Road
off E. 94. Call 436-2432.
LOST FOX HOUND,
black, white and tan
male. Larry Woodall,
753-7539.
6 Help Wanted

PARKING

IR\ #
O
t
gic

LADY TO LIVE in home
with elderly couple at
Hazel, Ky. For more
information call 492-8165
after 5 p.m.
NEEDED BABYSITTER
in shy home, 7:30-4:30
Monday through,Friday.
References
required.
Call 753-8445 after 4:30.

Vto
BEETLE BAILEY
YOU KNOW, SIR, I THINK
THE MEN ARE BEGINNING

To

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7534333.

Numbers 20, Genesis
19:26, Jonah 1, just

NANCY

OH, SOY---A

107 N. 3rd Street

IS GOD really the same
toctriy.,-arid'
forever? Could you
disobey God yesterday
and get away with it? Do
you believe you can
disobey God today and
get away with it? These
are
very
serious
questions and my friend
if you are cliso6eying
God today, you may be
lost, cut off, condemned
forever. Ritad-examples.
in Acts 5, Leviticus 10,

PEANUTS

BE- q0Li THOUGHT
ONE OF LVOUR FUF'1L5
STOLE IT DIDN'T q0i./7

GIBSON
LOCKER PLANT

PARIS
LANDING
Country Store will be
open 7 days a week
through the winter
months.
Antiques,
china, lamps,
miscellaneous. New
Arkla gas logs,$20 each.
Peel and stick floor tile,
$5.00 box. Across from
Paris Landing Park on
Highway 119.

Dui, by I. nitre Feature Syn4trata. vac

..00K u.)HAT I FOUNO IN
OUR ii)45TEBA5KE
MI55 TENURE. 4'0OR
SOX OF GOLD 5TAk5!

Come see the Country
Nam Christmas Tree.
The perfect gift for all
the family.

HORNBUCKLE Barber
Shop, shaves and
haircuts. 209. Waldrop.

.NP.15.11144.4
eon
moo

ENUCIO WOddLi
NUOU ULM 434eLIILI Ii14cI9L1 N12

The City of Murray
DepartSanitation
ment is accepting bids
for the following
equipment:

...".''

Advertisers
ore
requested to check the
first Inset r•on of ads for
correction
wdl be
newspaper
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATELY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY la-PROMPTL Y III CASE OF AN

COLOR

WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for iign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.

,
fig

1

_..

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2 Notice

I STILL HAVE A LITTLE
WAY TO 6.0 WITH THE
OFFICERS, THOUGH

HAVE MORE RESPECT
FOR ME

SWOON
IN WHAT WAYL
,
)

1-rumNt
retAKE
DEL1,3.4
PET

WANTED-Inpovative
self-starter /or adaccount
vertising
representab.)4e position.
Person hired will be
expected to plan and
advertising
organize
programs. Salary and
fringes including
hospitalization-major
medical, paid vacation,
etc. Interested persons
should send complete
resume, including salary
expectations, to P.O. Box
32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071.

ANYONE who would
part time job
selling Amway. Call 7534450.

TO
-

Till PlIAIROM
WITH THIS
RING, 1 THEE
WED; DIANA

NIGHT start Apply inperson, Dixie Cream
Donuts.
IMMEDIATE OPENING
for qualified maintenance mechanic.
Applicant must have 3
years industrial
machinist -experience.
Only qualified applicants need apply. No
other applications being
taken. Send resume to
Vanderbilt Chemical
Corporation, Route 2,
Box 54, Murray, Ky.
Attn: Gene D. Smith Sr.
WANTED: Excellent
opportunities for recent
college graduates.
Education experience in
some of the following,
desireable.
Business,
management,-computer
applications, accounting, purchasing,
statistics, probability,
operations research.
Send resume or letter
application to Search, P.
0. Box 32K, Murray, Ky.
42071.
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers PLENTY
OF MONEY plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regardless of experience,
write J. F. Byers, Texas
Refinery Corp., Box 711,
Fort Worth,Texas 76101.
WANTED NEW AND
used car salesman.
Experienced, peeferred,
but not necessary. Call
753-7114.
PART TIME DRIVER for
Senior Citizen van.
Apply at the Senior
Citizen office, 203 South
5th Street. No -phone
calls.
200
WEEKLY
POSSIBLE
stuffing
envelopes. Send a selfaddressed
stamped
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
-5743710.Business Opportunity
LOANS AVAILABLE for
business and farms,
personal and consolidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New business start up.
Call 502-885-1795 between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days week.
NATIONAL COMPANY
in
largest
field
establishing
representatives... now.
Low investment. High
return. Sound company.
Will buy back if not
successful. Call 753-5238
for appointment 6-10 p.
m.
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY. We're an
old established Texas oil
.company looking for a
mature person to contact customers in
Murray area. We train.
Write K. 0. Dick, Pres.,
Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth Tex. 76101.
BURLEY TOBA 0
poundage for 1977 crop.
Call 489-2126.
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
WANT TO BUY lot near
Hazel. 1-11
/
2 acres
preferable. Call 901-6420992 or 436-2124.
15 Articles For Sale
ATERS
Clippie, $19.99, Weedie
Model 500 or 507, while
they last, $49.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.

15 Articles For Sale
SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday
discount prices at
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
in Paris.
COMMODES - BORG
Warner Or Artesian,
white, $34.95. Colors,
$42.50. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL ROUTER sale, /
1
2
HP model 548 only
$35.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FIREWOOD for sale. Call
437-4228.
WILL SELL CHEAP -40
sq. tin roofing plus lots
of poles and lumber.
Buyer must salvage.
Call 435-4442.
THREE DEAN Polaris 78
tires, almost new. Size
E-14, $75. Zenith portable black and white
12". Two years old, $60.
Call 759-1650.

KENMORE DRYER,$50.
Stereo reel to reel tape
player. Speakers and
tapes, $75. Two like new
gold velvet living room
chairs, $75 each. Call
753-7608 after 3 p. m.
19. Farm Equipment
SANTA CLAUS SPECIAL
- portable air tank
$27.50. Truck tool boxes
by Heavy Duty, $89.95.
Three point lift poles,
$35. Best round bale
feeders, $72.50. Vinson
Tractor Co. 753-4892.
1952 MODEL B John
Deere tractor and
cultivator. Call 436-2318.
20. Sports Equipment
Al; I ATS 20 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 82, Calvert
City, Ky. WednesdaySaturday call 395-7844 or
362-8585 nights.
10" RALEIGH record, all
Sun - Tour,
great
Christmas present.
Excellent condition. Call
753-0423 after 7 p m.
RALEIGH 27" wheel
bicycle. Super course.
$200 firm. Call 753-7228.
14' ALUMACRAFT boat
and trailer, Call 4362318.
12 GAUGE Remington
automatic, $100 firm.
Also mini-bike, $40. Call
489-2156.
REMINGTON 870, 3 inch
magnum, 30" full with
rib. $150. Call.. 753-7648
after 5 p. m.
23. Exterminating

7

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Waitresses
J.

Full'nine

SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 71.4", 13/4 HP,$29.
Model 559 ball bearlzr 2.
HP, $54.95. WallIn
Hardware. Paris.
10" CRAFTSMAN radial
. arm saw. $175. Call 7537295.

Cortrfiterl Ily IPA
Arad Costly Neese Report

hfrts
i -Ritg,Cgant

27 Mobile Home Sales

ELECTRIC guitar, excellent condition. Call
759-1680 after 5.
WURLITZER PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC- & TV in Paris.
24 Miscellaneous
AVAILABLE
NOW
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.

Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
- Avenue. 753-6767.
CUSTOM
MADE
MA1TRESS for antique
beds or campers. Buy
direct from factory and
save. See their elegant
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-732.3.
USED
AND
NEW
railroad ties, culvert
pipe, used steel pipe and
treated timbers, rough
sawed treated lumber,
locust and Catalpha
post. Many other items.
Phone day or night 618524-9614.

GO CARTS,3 HP,$279.95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
26. TV Radio
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a shortage on some
models. Some come on
over
Sunset
to
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland
Center,
Chestnut St..
SAVE - MARANTZ Stereo
Components Speakers 5
year
Warranty.
Discount on system
prices
at
your
Magnavox Dealer in
Paris. LEACH'S MUSIC
& TV.

Pros
IAA ArerstAl
311
worn Sort Aso or., worn ropli
Irs WOW/
Sn'utallth St

Phone 753-3514
Roaches,Stove? F1.41.
and Shrubs

,

•

1974 12 x 60 HILLC•REST,
2 bedroom, gas heat and
central air. Like new.
Partly furnished. See at
Riviera Cts or call 7533280 before 5, or 436-5524
after 6.
12 x 58 NEW MOON 3
bedroom, all electric
carpeted, and
air
conditioned. See at
Riviera Courts or call
753-3280 before 5 or 4365524 after 6.
1975 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home. Can be
seen in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-9661.
1971 12 X 60 KING
GEORGE, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas heat,
partially furnished and
carpeted. Leeated in
Fox Meadows. Call 7532567 after 4 p. m.
MOBILE HOME AND
garage in beautiful
Crappie Hollow. $8,000.
Call 436-2733.
FOR SALE OR RENT mobile home on private
lot. Call 753-9908 or 7533645.
TWO BEDROOM, air
condition, electric heat.
12 wide. Call 901-6421550.
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM
furnished trailer on 641
N. Near Starks Well
drilling. Call 753-0047.
1974 MOBiLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front
porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7533418 after 5.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
12 X$5 mobile home, 3
bedroom. $125 per
month plus deposit and
references. Call 753-7357
or 753-4509.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
MOBILE HOME Spaces.
Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. South
16th Street. Call 7533855.
32. Apartments for Rent
TWO BEDROOM un- furnished
apartment.
Call 753-6756.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, very dole to
campus. Call 753-8742
aftere6
NICE TWO BEDROOM
apartment.
Carpet,
central heat and air.
1Z4'-ttne.

ZENITH CIRCLE ofSound
components
stereo, $150.00 or best
offer. Excellent condition. Call 753-9571 after4 p. m.

IDEAL FOR couple, 7
room duplex apartment.
Three bedrooms, living
room, den, five closets,
patio. $250 monthly. Call
753-7168.
36. For Rent Or lease

WANTED A RESPONSIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & 'B MusicMagnewx.Call 753-7575-

HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call - Mike
Branna,:k
753-8850
between 8 and 5.

FRESN LOAD
Texas Valley Grapefruits
18 lb.$3.75
Texas Valley Oranges
18 lb. S3.75
Coconuts
3 for $1.00
Bell Peppers
10 for $1.00
Cucumbers
10 for $1.00
Fresh From Mexico Pineapple ..... .. each $1.00
Sweet Tangerines
$13.00 case or 15 for $IAM
Limes
12 for $1.00
Can be purchased from
BILL JONES, 305 SCUT/112TM
all government inspected

Grasp the opportunity to work in a progressive
Medical Center. Graduate and Registered Nurses
needed for 3 to 11 and 11 to 7 shifts.

Kelly's Termite
- & PislYshol

Apply in persom

CORRELLE
EX-PRgSSION, 20 piece
sets, all patterns,$39.V..
Walliffltirdeiare,-*Par&

22 Musical

TWO EACH 17,000 gallon
storage tanks with
ladders. Would make
1,800 bushel grain bins.
SKIL HEAVY /
1
2" drill
Top condition. Both
with spede„ handle,
$2,000. Call 618-524-9614_,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
CROCHETED
GIFTS.
Afghans, houseshoes,
CLUB ALUMINUM sets,
tam
and
scarfs.
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
Reasonably priced. Call
$54.95. Choice of color.
753-3997.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
WOOD FOR SALE, $15
BATH TUBS - Borg
rick & up. Immediate
Warner or Artesian, 5'
delivery. Call 437-4346.
steel, white, $59.99.
16 Home Furnishings
Color, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
PORTABLE DISHWASHER Kelvinator,
1965 GMC pickup, 6
green Deluxe. Used only
cylinder, straight shift,
3 months. $125. Call 759new tires. Low mileage.
1288 after 4:30 p.m.
Wayne shallow well.
pump an 20 gallon
HIDE-A-BED,
green
holding tank. Used
naugahyde covering.
Whirlpool dishwasher.
Good condition. $85. Call
Call 753-4034.
753-0605.

want a

TEACHERS, other
professionals. Enjoy
second income with
to
new
company
-- Western Ky. CO 759'1370.

310 31E)

31E11

Contact

---

Mrs. Mary Barton
Director of Nursing
at Jackson, Madison County Hospital
Jackson Tennessee, 38301
•
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•
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38 Pets

36 For Rent Or lease
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Supplies

MIME

51 Services Offered

49. Used Cars & Trucks

TWO YEAR OLD male
AKC registered Cocker
Spaniel. Good with
children. Must sell due
to moving. Coil 7N-t133.

LARGE COMMERCIAL
1973 % TON Heavy duty WILL HAUL ANY type of
LOT- Corner of US441
white rock, rip rap, and
Dodge Club cab. Call
/Aid
Plains
and Green
sand.
Lime, sawdust or
753-0129.
or
753-7370
Warehouse
Church Road. Measures
decorative rock. Also
Storage Space
1.74 acres.,Adjoins L&N
free estimates on
1967 MUSTANG, good
For Rent
Railroad right-of-way on
driveway and parking
engine, good interior.
753-4758
TWO BEAGLES, 2 year
the East side. Excellent
lots. Call Roger Hutson,
$800. Call 753-0066 or 753old running dogs. Call
location for retail or
753-6763.
2982.
753-0655.
service businesses. If
37. Livestock Supplies
interested. Call Stinsoor
SPORTY 1976 Sunbird, FOR YOUR `septic tank
43 Real Estate
Realty, 753-3744.
with all options. Four
and backhoe work
NINE YEAR OLD Apcylinder. Good mileage.
needs. Also septic tank
paloosa mare, saddle, CRACKLING FIRE on
One owner. $3000. Call
cleaning. Call John
'bridle, blanket, $225. the fireplace...large
Purdom & Thurman
753-0983 after 6 p.m.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
Skill radial arm saw, .living room - kitchen
oft
combination-l
436-2586 or 436-5348.
$110. Wrecked 1973
Insurance & Real Estate
1970
CONTINENTAL
bedroom.. large wooded
Datsun, best offer. Call
Southsidit Court Squat*
Mark HI. Loaded with
secluded
in
lot
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
Kentacky
436-2118.
Alarm,
48(
0 extras. Call 436-2569.
area.. ideal hideaway.
exterior. Also dry wall
753-4451
All for only $11,000.
hashing. 10 years ex1976 SCOUT H. 4x4. =-25
SMALL PINTO Pony will
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
perience. Call 436-2563,
,
mpg. Good condition.
take $15. Approximately
753-1492.
Ralph Worley.
KOPPERUD REALTY
3 years old. Call 436Many extras. $4400. Call
has five full-time sales
JACKSON PURCHASE
2555.
professionals .to assist "THE GOOD OLP 7AY5 WERE 1}-1E 3EST 759-1447.
Insulation of Murray
REMEMBER
The Phone
you in Real Estate DAYS. W1SH I COULD
38 Pets Supplies
announces its opening
1974 MERCURY Comet.
a
have
you
If
matters.
THEM.)'_
---SOME -OF
Number In
saving- you money.
A-t
-by
•
strape.
1972
Dodgi
any
question regarding
Ake- MINIATURE
Call 759-1820.
600 dump truck. A-1
44. Lots For Sale
43. Real Estate
estate
real
of
phase
Schnauzer
puppies.
shape. Call 436-2382.
activity, give us a call at
Deposit will hold for
110 X 140 FT. WOODED
For MI Your
INSULATION BLOWN in
John C.
by our
stop
or
753-1222,
Christmas. Also dog
Sherwood Forest. 1968 FORD GALAX1E,
in
lot
by Sears save on these
located
Real
Estate Needs
conveniently
Neubauer
grooming. Call 435,4481.
automatic, power
Call 753-2286 after 5 p.
high heat and cooling
at
We
Main.
711
at
office
Is
Realtor
302 V-8 motor.
steering,
m.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
REALTY
KOPPERUD
short
AKC GERMAN
List Your Property With Us
Good gas mileage.
at 753-2310 for free
want to be YOUR Real
haired Pointer puppies.
46 Homes For Sale
Ashley wood stove
estimates.
75341101
SOS Moo St.
Estate People.
Guaranteed against hip
without jacket. Call 436dysplasia. Sired by •
2204.
%V
YOU'VE TWO ROOM BLOCK
GENERAL BACKHOE
WHAT
Popiar-Benton
O.S.A. certified double
house, has well and
of!
dreamed
work, gravel hauling
ALWAYS
field champion. Dam :1969 MERCURY MONseptic tank. With 4
2
/
201
on
top soil. Call Joe
and
living
Country
months.
13
at
good
rayed
MX
Power
TEGO
acres. About 8 miles
Beard, 436-2306.
acres in beautifully
Shots, wormed. Call 1brakes,steering and air,
North of Murray. $4,500.
designed home that
354-8776.
new tires. Call 753-9039 YOUNGBLOOD'S ROOFCall 489-2224.
offers perfect livability
After Hours
after 3 o'clock.
ING. Commercial and
5211468 7539625
for any family. 4
159-1710
AKC REGISTERED Old,
130,,EG
frame
BEDROOM
TWO
residential. General
baths,
2
1
/
2
bedrooms,
1972 DATSUN 1200 coupe,
English Sheepdog
on % acre lot. Has new
carpentry. 10 years
room,
family
study,
4 speed. 65,000 miles.
puppies. Will hold until
roof, panelled, carpet,
GET BACK to .nature on FOR SALE - Enjoy
experience. Call 759-1524
game rOom, fireplace
$950. Call 753-0612.
Christina. Call 492-8441.
storm
heat,
this
Country living in
electric
after 5 p.m.
this 40 acre farm...26
with heatalator - all
new,
nicely
like
doors and windows.
tendable, tobacco base,
make this an op1969 FORD PICKUP. A-1
DOBERMAN PUPS, AKFENCE SALES at Sears
decorated, 3 bedroom, 2
Three miles South of
woods, creek and an
lifetime.
a
of
portunity
condition. Canbe seen at
C, 0 weeks. $95. Call
new. Call Doug- Taylof
Farmington on 564
liath home -located, 4' Call for details, BOYD
older frame home.
404 N. 17th after 4 p. m.
Gleason, Tenn. 901-644753-2310 for free
at
1-345Call
Highway.
Murray.
any
from
miles
consider
Owner will
REAL
MAJORS
5424.
estimates for your
2290.
There's a sunken living
reasonable offer.
105
753-8080,
ESTATE,
1969 CUTLASS Supreme.
*needs.
room, formal dining
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
N. 12th.
In good condition. Call
PURE BRED Irish Setter
Owner: 3
area, eat-in kitchen with
753-1492.
SALE,By
FOR
753-0387 after 5 p. m.
DRIVEWAYS and
pujapies. Papers not
all gold appliances.
bedroom brick home
available. 815.00 each.
parking areas white
KOPPERUD
41 ACRES, all fenced,
Brick outside storage
on quiet street close to
1976 MUSTANG IL
rocked and graded. Free
Call 436-5628 after 4 p.m.
located near Coldwater,
REAL
building and electric
schools. Dining room,
beauty. Air condition,
estimates. Clifford
30 acres tendable, more
garage door opener.
"Fof Real Service
den, 2 full baths. Fully
heater, steel belted
Garrison, 753-5429 after
PUPPY - Bassett
could be made tendable.
KOPPERUD
Phone
carpeted, central heat
In Real Estate"
radials, 4 speed, factory
4 p.m.
Hounds,
Cocker
Priced at $30,000. Phone
REALTY, 753-1222 for
and air. Lots of storage
711 Main 753-1222
mag wheels, AM -radio,
Miniature,
REALTY,
Spaniels,
d „ KOPPERUD
,
fulltime, competent real
including walk-in
good deal. Call 753-9906. „ BLOWN-IN
Cellulose
Dachshunds,- -Miniatuar"Ti53-1222 for all your
estate service.
closets. Double garage,
BEAUTIFUL HOME in
Fast
insulation.
needs.
Schnauzers, Toy
estate
farm real
patio. Call 753-0376.
1972 VEGA, good concity with small business
dependable service.
•
Poodles, Peek-A-Poos,
REALTORS
dition. Red. Call Jacks
Nine
capabilities.
Fred's Insulation Co.,
Lhasa Apso, Old English
Grocery,753-9098.
two
BEDROOM
baths,
rooms,
12
phone 901-642-9500.
THREE
Grooming
Dogs.
Sheep
Waldrop Realty
fireplaces, large den,
house in Canterbury
by appointment. Love
WET BASEMENT? We
dining room, three or
"In Business
Estates. Two baths, 1967 PLYMOUTH, 318
Em To Pieces Pet Shop,
automatic. Dependable
1956"
Make wet basements
fireplace,
Since
more
bedrooms,
radiant
with
den
large
Route 3, Mayfield HighSouth 12th at Sycamore
transportation. Looks
dry, work completely
heat, and central air.
753-5646
double garage. Call 753way, Benton, Ky. 527TELEPHONE 7511061
Good. James Hannon,
guaranteed. call or
Owner moved out of
4449 for appointment.
1844.
753-1372.
write Morgan Constate and has reduced
48 Automotive Service
120 Acres - completely
struction Co., Route 2,
the price $2,500.00. Call
1976 PINTO, excellent
HEY, MURRAY YOU'RE GOING TO
fenced with most crossBox 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
KOPPERUD REALTY
SALE - Willard car
condition. 13,500 mi., 8
fenced. 92 acres ten42001. Phone day or
753-1222, for more inyear
NEAR FROM HARDEE'S!
2
battery,
track AM-FM radio, 4
dable. Has well, stock
night 442-7026.
formation.
guarantee, $22.88; 3
speed. Call 753-6947 after
barn, tobacco barn and
year guarantee, $26.99;
LICENSED ELEC4.
on
Located
base.
4 year guarantee,
TRICIAN and gas inTucker-Garland Road.
Spann
Realty
Guy
$29.99; 5 year guaran- 1976 BUICK SKYLARK,
will- do
stallation
&
Ins.
Phone Wilson
"Your Key People
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
plumbing, heating and
automatic, 20,000 miles,
Real Estate 753-3263
In Real Estate"
free 5 year guarantee,
Hardee's Charbroil Burgers
sewer cleaning. Call 753power windows, power
753-7724
anytime.
$39.99. Wallin Hard901
Ry.
Opportunity
Sycamore
Merry!,
Career
7203.
Great
locks, power steering
Make A
ware, Paris.
HWY 641 NORTH. Atand brakes, cruise
Hardee's Food System, Inc., a $200 million fast
CARPET CLEANING at
45 Farms For Sic
de. Used Crs & Trucks
control, AM-FM. -Like
tractive stone and brick
food restaurant corripany,thas immediate Openings
reasonable rates-.
acre
1%
formal
A
$4,300.
new.
Our
Steal'
BR-home.
3
Trainees.
Management
Restaurant
for
1989 lo RD station
and efficient.
Prompt
heat
a
to
Central
Call
lot.
753-2501.
you
lead
wooded
can
Management Training Program
wagon, body good, fair
Custom Carpet Care,
and air. Fireplace. 1 Car
sound career with starting salary of $9100 per year
Services
51.
Offered
mechanically. $150. Call
753-1335,
garage, large porch and
plus scheduled salary reviews, promotion from
after 5 p.m. 753-6505.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
patio. $45,000. Wilsan
within the company based on accomplishments and
Sears continuous gutters HAVING TROUBLE
Ins. & Real Estate, 753a full company-paid benefits program that includes
19:75 FORD GRANADA,
getting those small
installed per your
3263 anytime.
profit sharing.
power steering, power
farms,
plumbing jobs done?
mini
acre
5
Call
specifications.
If you're looking for a great career future, look to
brakes.--air, V-8. -Very
Then call 753-6614.
in Trigg
located
at
Taylor
753-2310
Doug
Hardee's.
nice. $2995 Call 753-2738
near
MOGI
Barklek
County
for free estimates. ,
To arrange a confidential interview for Wednights.
Lodge
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
y, December 14, please call:
DO YOU need stumps
aluminum store fronChuck Kratzenberg
lf course.
and
1974 PECGOET, 504
removed from your yard
glass,
auto
ts,
502/753-5910
Buy now and
diesel, 4 door sedan.
or land cleared of
winplate,
plexiklass,
p.m.
p.m.-8
12,5
Dec.
Monday,
39,000 miles. .30 mpg.
avoid high spring
stumps? We can remove
dow glass and glass
753Tuesday, Dec. 13,8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Call
Immaculate.
stumps - up to 24"
prices.
showcases. M and G
2738 nights.
An Equal Opportunity Employer WF
beneath ground. Leaves
Bobby Watson
Glass,
Complete
chips.
only sawdust and
Dixieland Center, 7531976 BUICK REGAL
Rt. 1, Murray, Ky.
Call for free estimate,
Landau. Sharp. FM
0180.
753-4984
Shaw, 753-9490 or
Steve
.Triple
black.
stereo.
We can't keep these NEW
Bob Kemp 435-4343
Call 436-2427.
LISTINGS under our hat-

Murray

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.

PIANO TUNING. Call
Joe Jackson between 1
and 5, 753-7149.

WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. Call 7591221.
WILL DO light hauling.
Gravel, dirt, trash, etc.
Call 753-1537.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt effecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

Joe Todd's
Motor
Sates
507S.
12th
for nice clean
°see Cars

Joe Todd or Lorry Hale
753-2814

759-1707

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

QUALITY
REA

RESTAURANT
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

For
Sale

Four
Seasons Nursery
Wishing You A
Joyous Holiday Season

A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
holiday tradition. We have premium
quality trees available at the best prices in
this area.

cp TREES
Balsam Fir sad Saudi Pim
LIVE TREES
Whit. Mak Scotch Plays, sod Castaissi Nosolock. nom ma.
•lsv.ly edition to mar yard whim the holidays aro MN.

FLOCKED TREES
'A
lholsom Fir sad Scotch Ph..(Whits anal u variety of colors).
Thom flocked tram aro fin rasistowt.

If you recognize and value
the distinction of fine design
we have your house_3 large
bedrooms with abundant
closets_Sitting in front of
crackling fire you can view
open
meadow...For
economy add heat pump
and R 28 insulation.

Four Seasons Nursery
753-9946
Optrn:
PC4on.541.8 a.m.-8-p.m.
4.
.Sury.

Hwy. 641 North

Almo, Ky.

'S

Miles From Murray

Open Daily Til Christmas

Due to owner's retirement a
well established business is
now available. Owner will
train and will consider finanr ing Call now.

Matching 3 Piece Oak
Bedroom Suite
Round Oak Table with Match r,-; -)ok Spin
die Back Chaik (3 sets
Miscelioneous Signed

Primitives
Let Our Treasure re Your Pleasure
'
I.

Z•iitSeloaciet

SIGNS
*759-1661
53 Feed And Seed
GOOD CLEAN WHEAT
straw. Ca11153-4713.
54 Free Column
FREE TO GOOD HOME:
Gold female puppy.
Three months old. Very
good with children. Call
....,
436-2752 evenings.

SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
Ws irsmouufmnrors of &mint spoeisittles tor the loslostriol,
instintiestul nod commercial mortims.
If no aro•hod wrier rah striae desire to wenn,(solos
boost oar tism mod mosey to bola
immtriseco optiows1)
no Harm successful.
$US to PM antis drew gad incomiyas ogelest libord cow
trolling. Iscollorlt fringe
mission. fxstonso allmosteco

week..
Send Resume to: DELTA FOREMOST CNEMICAL
P.O.Box 30310. memphia.Tem 311130
or phone 100-Z18-3150
An Equal Opportmity Empbyer

MARBLE
Deigned and Custom made right here in
Murray. It you don't know your marble. . .
Know your manufacturer.

'Quality That Will Pleam...•

Thornton Tile
And Marble
753-5719

612 So. 9th

TREES
If Its Trees You Want, Trees We've Got
"ROWS THE TIME TO PLANT"

FRUIT
TREES

SHADE
TREES

Apple
Cherry
Peach

Green Ash
Norway Maple
Sugar Maple

Pear
Plum

Red Maple
Willow Oak

ORNAMENTAL
White Birch
Purple Plum
Flowering
Crabapple
White Dogwood
Corkscrew
Willow

Pin Oak
White Pine
Scotch Pine

Four Seasons
Nursery
Route 1
Alma, Kentucky
HOURS
Mon. Thru Sat.-8:00 to 8:00 Sun.-1:00 to 8:00

We Repair
Broken Storm Door Glass
Why keep replacing broken door and
window glass? Replace it once with
,Acrylic Safety Glazing- and be done'

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department
Larry
Wisetrart,
President. Phone 753'9290.

Old Stoneware. Buffer Crocks So" and Pit
chers Kitchen Cabinet, 3 Door
High Back Beds

After Hours
I oretta lobs - 753-6079 e
Helen Spann - 753-8579
Bill Payne - 753-97,4
Brenda Hanes - 753-1668
Glenda.5triith.s753-1499
Judy Johnston -437-4.4.46

UPHOLSCUSTOM
TERY. Free estimates
Call 436-2786.

Protect your family with plaskolite®
Acrylic Safety Glazing

Roll
Top
Desk

First time on market_well
maintained older 2 story
home located NW_potential of 5 bedrooms, kitchenden, triple carfiert_in the
10's.

Two large bedrooms in this
living
brick_kitchen-den,
room with fireplace, garage.
In the 20's_North School
District,
We also have door sprays, a lovely assortment of
handmade centerpieces, and Holiday Wreaths. Whie
you are buying your tree, check our displays of pottery and plants for gift ideas.

LORA'S TREASURE HUT

WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
con4itioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
- gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

Itighyrayakt

East of Farmington - 345-2724

glass injuries and
improve door
Insulation, too!

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas inwill' do
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

plaskolite's easy-to-install safety
acrylic conforms to State Safety Glazing
Laws And it seals out winter's cold
and summer's heat more effectively
than ordinary glass

AIR COMPRESSORS
Noe & Rebuilt Units. Istpsirs
of ollmokos 502-442-9396
,

,4

Chestnut St.

Murray Home & Auto
"1-2*

a.

153-2511
camossua•mm
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House' Will
1 Funerals I 'Friendship
Be Held By Blood River

Miners Determined To
Halt Non-Union Mining

Noel Armstrong

Killed In Armed
Robbery Thursday

About 25 International
Students from colleges and
universities in the Eastern
part of the United States will
spend Christmas vacation in
Marshall and Calloway
Counties as guests of Blood
River Baptist Association.
For five years the churches
in this area have provided a
place, called "Friendship
House," where International
Students could be housed, fed,
and view this area while their
dormitories are closed during
the Christmas Season. This
has been a time of fellowship
and broadening acquaintenances for both local
families and the visitors, said
the Rev. Earl Warford,
superintendent of Blood River
Association.
A committee headed by

S Noel Edward Armstrong of
Hazel Park, Mich., formerly
of Calloway County, died at
5.30 p.m. Thursday in Hazel
Park. He-was 56 years-ela-and
was reported killed in an
armed robbery holdup in
Hazel Park.
Armstrong was born in
Calloway County on August 10,
1921, and was the son of Mrs.
Eula West Armstrong who
survives and the late Luther
Kindle Armstrong who died in
1961. His wife is the former
Dorothy Willonghby, also a
native of Calloway County.
Mr. Armstrong was a
member of the Beverly Hills
Church of Christ in Detroit
and a member of the Hazel
Turk Lodge No. 57D Free and
-gEcep-ted Masons. He was a
Veteran of World War II.
The Rev. Dr. James A.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dorothy Armstrong; his Fisher, Sr., minister of the
mother, Mrs. Eula Arm- First United Methodist
strong; and one son, Michael Church, will speak on the
Armstrong all of Hazel Park, subject, "Make Way For
Mich. Three aunts, Mrs. Christ," at the 10:50 a. m.
on
Sunday,
Murray • Miller of Rt. 6, services
Mayfield, Mrs.- Minnie December 11, at the church.
Howard -of Murray Manor, His text will be Matthew 7:21and Mrs. Lucille Jones of 1654 .29 and Matthew 3:3.
Paul Shahan is director of
Calloway Avenue; one uncle,
Albert Lee West of Rt. 7, music and Mrs. Richard
Murray; one local sister-in- Farrell is church organist.
law is Mrs. Martin Bailey, Sr. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
will be the greeters on Sunday.
of Rt. 2, Murray.
Church School for all ages
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at one p.m. at will be at 9:45 a. m. followed
the chapel of the Blalock- by a fellowship period in
Coleman Funeral florae in social hall at 10 30 a. m. prior
Murray - with Rev. Julian to the morning service.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Warren officiating. Burial will
be in the South Pleasant Grove'•Cochran will be in charge of
the snack supper for the youth
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the groups at 5:30 p. m. -with
Blalock-Coleman Funeral meetings to follow at six p. m.
Home after 10 a.m. Tuesday. Sunday. The Senior High will
The family requests that study "Jesus Is Coming," and
expressions of sympathy take the Junior High, -Turning
-the form -of contributions -to Around."
The December Parents
the Leader Dog For the Blind,
1039, South Rochester Road, Helpers are Sally and Eli
Alexander.
Rochester, Mich. 48063.

Methodist Church

To Hear Dr. Fisher

Rev. Eugene Meadows, pastor
at Bethel Church, and the Rev,
Jerrell White, pastor of
Memorial Church,is in charge
of arrangements. Many
people from Marshall and
Calloway Counties are involved in planning for
housing, food, entertainment,
etc., while the students are
_ here. .._ - - _ Tours of the points of interest in the area, visits to
some of the business
establishments, periods of
fellowship in the churches and
homes, and other forms of
activities'will fill December 20
through January 2 with many
enjoyable experienceS for the
guests, said the Rev. Meadows
and Rev. White.
•

Holy Communion To
Be At St. John's
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at the 8:30 a. m.
services
on • Sunday,
December 11, at St. John's
Episcopal Church with the
Rev. Stephen Davenport as
the celebrant.
Assisting in the services will
be Mike Shore, acolyte; Jim
Wenzel, lay reader; Dana
Armstrong and Sue Brush,
ushers; Joan Brun, nursery;
Donna Mabry, altar care.
The Creche Service will be
held at 9:45 a. m. Sunday
followed by Church School and
the congregational meeting at
eleven a. m.

PROM? HANDLING — Rory Flynn of the KentuThy Department of Fish and Wildlife
Conservation, Education Division talks with Tom Whitlow and Tracey Graves about
the proper handling of a gun Flynn presents programs monthly to the fifth and sixth
graders at Murray Middle School. Sponsored by Sportsmen of Kentucky, other
program topics will-include mammals and reptiles, watersafety and Camp Currie.
Moto by KAye Peebles

Almost 1,000 Tractors Chugging
Toward Nation's Capitol Today

WASHINGTON (AP) — celled Friday over complaints
Nearly 1,000 tractors chugged by protest leaders there that it
toward the capital today with would leave Tucson as the
their drivers steaming despite only state capital in the nation
the gusty•wiads and cold.
without demonstrators around
They say they want the statehouse.
President Carter and the Organizers of the demonCongress to know how serious stration say it is designed to
they are about higher farm convince American shoppers
prices.
that marketing costs — what
The farmers are demanding the middleman spends — are
that_ the prices of -their.g_oods behind -higher food bills, not
be allowed to rise to 100 farm profits.
percent of parity — an
American Agriculture, a
economic yardstick meaning Colorado-based organization,
their income is in balance with started the tractor movement
their costs. The measure is which could end in a farm
based on farmers' purchasing strike
nationwide
next
The combined choral •and power in the period from 1910 Wednesday.
•
band groups of Calloway to 1914.
After crossing the District of
Under that formula, wheat Columbia line, farmers
County High School will
present a Christmas concert would cost $5.04 a bushel. The driving in from Maryland
on Sunday, December 11, at price last month averaged were to meet with those aptwo p.m. at Jeffrey gym at the $2.48, 49 percent of the parity proaching from Virginia for a
high school on College Farm figure.
rally -at the Washington
The Washington protest is monument. Farmers
Road.
LaVaughn R. Wells, choral being duplicated in state capi- representing Georgia, Dela-1director, and Cecil Glass, tals across the nation. The ware and Colorado were to
The Grace Baptist Church, with Dwane Jones as organist band director, said the protest in Arizona was can- speak.
located on South Ninth Street, and Anita Underhill as pianist. program will feature new
The lumbering machines
will hear-the pastor, the Rev.
were to turn back east and
Sunday Scbool will be at 9:45 Christmas arrahgements,
R. J. Burpoe, speak at the a.m. with Steve Smotherman plus old favorite Christmas
congregate near the White
10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. as superintendent. For bus songs. The mi),ed chorus, girls
House for a 1:30 meeting with
worship services on ,Sunday, transportation call John chorus, freiliinan choir, and
Stuart Eisenstadt, Carter's
high school band will be the
December 11, at the church. Srnotherrnan or Don Hale.
assistant for domestic affairs
"I Heard The Bells on
and policy. Carter is at Camp
Nursery workers for this featured groups.
The public,is invited and no
Christmas Day" will be the week will be Robbie Hale,
"The Unrecognized Lord!" David, Md., for the weekend.
selection to be sung by the Vickie Chadwick, Hazel Ray, admission will be charged for will be the subject of the
Heading further east, the
Church Choir, directed by Catherine Smotherman, and the concert, a school sermon by the Rev. Dr. David farmers planned to meet on
spokesman said.
John F. Wood, music director, Frahces Wyatt.
C. Roos, minister of the First - the. Capitol steps with Sen.
Christian Church (Disciples of
NINIIIIMINIIIMMEINI1111111116,
Christ), at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
December 11, at the church.
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem, "Coventry Cara"
An open house for students
with Jane Hutson as organist. and former students in the
Gary Martin will be worship Division of Speech and
leader with Clay Perkins as Hearing of the Department of
candle lighter. Greeters will Special Education at Murray
be Darrel McFerron and Ruth State University is scheduled
Perkins.
for Friday, Dec. 16.
Elders servigg will be Walt
It will be held ffom 2 to 6
Apperson and John Pasco, Sr. p.m. at the home or Viola
Elmer
Collins,
Dave Miller, division director, in
Eldredge, Norman Hale, Leon Lake Forrest Estates off Ky.
Smith, and Steve Shaw will Highway 280 near Panorama
DODGE POWER WAGON
serve as deacons.
Shores.
The flowers or the com,Anyone needing additional
munion table will be in information or directions may
memory of Maurice Crass, call the Department of Special
Jr., by the Crass family.
Education at 762-2446.
Mrs. Ruth Daughaday and
Mrs. Kathy Miller of the
Bureau of Social Services of
the Kentucky Department of
Human
Resourtes will
present a special program on
"Child Abuse" at the vesper
services on Sunday at six p.m.
A Christmas Madrigal
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. with Elders' meeting at Dinner with costumes, setting,
6:30 p.m. Sunday followed by songs, and menu from 1.he
the Church Board meeting at Renaissance Era of the 16th
And Power Wagon's good-looking,
Head on down to your nearby
seven p.m. in the church century will provide an
Dodge Truck Dealer's and discover
enough to stand out on city streets
library. The Senior Youth unusual evening of enGroup will meet at six p.m. tertainment and food at
the great lineup of new trucks....
and highways as well. So why not
Murray State University Dec.
with Gary Martin.
the kind of lineup that made us the
stop in and buy or lease a '78 Power
15-16-17.
fastest growing truck company in
SEATTLE MAN WINS
Wagon at your nearby Dodge Truck
Presented by the Gamma
BELLMAN AWARD
Arherica from 1966 to 1976.
Delta chapter of Phi Mu Alpha
Dealer's today?
SEATTLE, Wash, 1AP
A Sinfonia
men's
music
2371 rocrease from '966 to /976
hotel bellman here who once
You'll discover great new '78 trucks
aided police in capturing two fraternity on the campus, the
hke Dodge Power Wagon The
bank robbers who had been us- banquet and program of
AFAIMI
four;whe'el-drive pickup that's built
ing his hotel as a base of oper- Christmas music • from that
ations was named -Bellrnan- period in history will begin at 7
tough to haul thu goods'where no
p.m. on-each date in the Clara
Bellwoman of the Year
pickup
dare
follow
ordinary
-Overhaff'
THE
Don Brown, a 35-year-old fa- M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
FASTEST
roads and no roads at all
ther of four, and superintendt.nt Doyle Fine Art. Center.
Dodge Trudu
GROWING
of service at ibis city's WashTM K1(COMPANY
ington-Plaza, was named win- - The dinner and festivities
INA MERICA.
ner of the 12th annual com- are open to the public at $6 a
petition at the Arnerican lintel person
each
elvening.
1m.
and Motel Associations
Reservations may be made in
annual convention here.
the Department of Music
Judges included Edythe Syvertsen, travel editor, New office or by calling 762-4288.
York cost; Ben F'. carruthers, 'Attire for guests wilrbe semipresident, Society .of American formal.
810 Sycamore, Murray
Travel Writers; and Eric Proceeds from the event,
Phone 153-0662
• Friedhejm, ottor artrly(iblish- whitt *asifltrothiced on the
er, Travel Agent Magazine.
earnimis in 1976, Will be used to

Choral And Band

At Calloway Will

Sing On Sunday

Grace Church To Hear Rev. Burpoe

Christian Church
Plans For Special
Services Sunday

Open House Sef

At Speech, Hearing

DISCOVER DODGE,
THE FASTEST GROWING
BUCK COMPANY
IN AMERICA.

Jim, Fain Motors

Robert Dole, R-Kan., to
deliver their message to
Congress.
The farmers' demands, including 100 percent parity,
could force food prices up 19
percent next year, Agriculture
Department experts have
estimated.
That jump in grocery costs
compares to a 4 to 6 percent
boost Anticipated_ by the,
department. A department
official, who asked not to be
identified, predicted that 100
percent parity also would
cause the overall inflation rate
next year to jump to 9 pertent
from an anticipated 6 percent.

By The Associated Press
Striking coal miners seem
determined
to
bring
production of non union coal to
a halt while negotiations are
going on for a new contract.
As the first work week of the
United Mine Workers strike
drew to ti close Friday, there
were reports of clashes between striking miners and
nonunion personnel in three
states.
Negotiations with the Bitimunous Coal Operators
Association-were scheduled to
resume this morning in
Washington, D.C.
In Indiana Friday, a freeforall fist fight broke out when
about 300 miners swarmed
down on a group of bulldozer
operators at the independent
SdrE mine at Chrisney, pulling
the drivers from their seats.
,the same caravan of
men had disarmed a security'
guard and damaged some
heavy equipment at a mine
about 10 miles away, police
said.
Miners also halted a coal
train for several hours in
Pennsylvania; while in Utah,
chartered helicopters carried
nonunion labor to work -at a
mine. In Lee County, Va.,
authorities were investigating
an explosion which ripped a

Registration For
Spring Continuing

$180,000 coal auger.
A train carrying coal to a
suburban Pittsburgh power
pant was blocked by striking
miners from 7 p.m. Thursday
until 3 a.m. Friday, before
snow and cold drove the
miners off.
The explosion at-the-Bahl
Coal and Land Development
Corp., mine near St. Charles,
Va., destroyed the auger.
"They blew it all to hell," said
Mike Fotz,a company official.
"We have good reason to believe the picketers did it."
U.S. District Judge Don V.
Tibbs of Utah issued a 10-day
restraining order against
picketing at three mines and
issued more than 1,100
summons against pickets. The
pickets are required to appear
before nbb6 Tuesday to show
cause why the restraining
order should not be made
permanent.
The BCOA contract expired
at midnight Monday, idling
160,000 UMW members. The
union wants a substantial
wage increase, reportedly up
to $114 a day after 3% years,
plus refinancing of its health
and retirement benefits and a
'limited right to strike over
local issues. Top scale for a
miner now is about $65 a day.
The coal company is holding
out for some kind of guarantee
of more stability in the
coalfields, claiming wildcat
walkouts are putting increasing financial pressure on
the mine owners.
After Friday's meeting,
chief industry negotiator
Joseph Brennan said, "We
have having a very good
discussion'. .."

Students at Murray State
University who have not yet
registered for the spring
semester may still register in
advance in the registrar's
office on the first floor of
Sparks Hall.
Advanced registration will
continue from 10 a.m. to noon
-Monday through Friday
through Dec.13.. according to
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and registrar.
Bro. Kenneth Hoover will
He said students may pay speak at the 10:30 a. m. and
spring sernesteriees in ad- six, p. m, worship services at
vance in the bursar's office on the University Church of
the second floor of Sparks Hall Christ on Sunday, December
at any time not later than Jan.; 11.
"Non-Conversion" will be 3. Students who have not paid
His morning subject will be
the subject of the sermon by by that time will be required "The Urgency of the Task"
Bro. John Dale at the 8:30 a. to re-register.
with scripture from Mark
The registrar's office will be 11:12-14, 20-26, and his evening
m. and 10:40 a. m. worship
Sunday, closed the week of Dec. 26 for subject will be "Every-Joint
services
on
December 11, at the Seventh' the Christmas'holidays.
and -Every Part" with
Spring semester ,classes at scripture from I Corinthians
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from Acts Murray State will begin 12:14-26.
meeting on Saturday, Jan. 14.
26:27-29.
Assisting in the service will
The,"six p. m. sermon topic Spring vacation is scheduled be Ernie Bailey, song leader;
will be "Parent-Child; Child- the week of - March 13, with Leroy
Eldridge,
anParent" with scripture from commencement exercises to nouncements;
R.
E.
be conducted May 13.
Ephesians 6-.1-4.
Goodgion, scripture reading:
Assisting in the services will
W. H. Brooks, „Timmy Ford,
be Mark Pugh and Jerry
Tommy Reid, and James
Bolls, song leaders; Ray
Lawson, prayers.
Karraker and Earl Nanny,
Richard Smith, Keth Hays,
announcements; Mike
Jace Wilson, Kenney Hoover,
Morgan, Don Winchester, and
John Gallagher, Randy
Rick Spann, reading scripMabry, Randy Dunn, Bill
ture; Gene Karraker, Jimmy
Bailey, and. Murrell Goheen
Ragsdale, Wayne Wilson,
will be in charge of the serving
Stafford Curd, Jack Rose, and
of The Lord's Supper.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
Bruce McManus, prayers.
Nursery supervisors will be
will speak on the subject,
Serving The Lord's Supper
Alice Like, Lillian Dunn,
"Has
Christmas
Changed?"
will be Mike Lyons,Gene Paul
Linda Hodge, Edwina Key,
at the 10:45
m. worship
King, Joe Garland, arid
Jane Houghton, and Vickie
services
on'
Sunday,
Aubrey 'Hatcher. Holly
Houghton.
December 11, at the First
LaMastus will be the teen
Bible study will be held at
Baptist Church. His scripture
nursery helper.
9:30 a. m. on Sunday.
will
be
from
Luke 2:1-20.
Bernice Wilferd, Randy
Wayne Halley, minister of
Wright, Bernice Wisehart,
music, will sing a solo,
and Dale Chadwick will serve
"There's
A Song In The Air,"
on the Extension Department.
and direct the Church Clioir as
Bible Study will be held at
they sing "As Mary, Oh That
9:40 a. m. on Sunday.
Winter Night" with Joan
Bowker as organist and' Allene
Knight as pianist at the
The Advent Candles will be
morning hour.
Also assisting in the ser- lit by Joey George Sunday,
vices will be RAdy Sorry, Dec. 11, at the First
minister of youth, and J. D. Presbyterian Church as the
Rayburn, deacon of the week. Third Sunday in Advent is
commission an American
Dr. Whittaker will speak on celebrated. The Rev. Buzz
composer to write a piece of subject,
"Benediction and Rabatin,'pastor, will preach
music for symphonic band. Beginning"
"Christmas
with scripture on
and
A trumpet fanfare, a court from Ephesians 6:23-24
at the Deliverance" from Luke 2:1jester, wandering minstrels, seven p. m.
11 and Matthew 2:13-23.
services.
and anarrator will be a part of
The Chapel Choir will sing
The church choir, directed
the evening, along with eight "Jesus Christ is Born
Today," by Kathy Mowery, will sing
singers dressed in clothing of and Martha Kirk will sing a
"On Them Has Light Shined,"
the 16th century. They will solo, "Sweet Little Jesus
by Kent Newberry. Organist is
introduce each course of the Boy."
• Lisa Slater. Special music will
meal with an appropriate song
Sunday School will be at 9:30 be presented by a recorder
such as the "Wassail Song" a. m. and Church Training at
trio composed of Kent
and the "Boar's head Song." six p. m.
Forrester, Kathy Mowery,
The menu for the catered
Volunteer nursery workers and Carl Mowery.
dinner will include such fare on Sunday morning
will be Mr.
The children of Dr. and Mrs.
as roast beef, flaming plum and Mrs. David Hill, Randy
Larry G. Kjosa, Leslie Anne
pudding, wassail (a beverage Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs.
and Cynthia Leigh, will be
of the period), 116 Yorkshire Ray Clark. Mrs. Durwood
baptized by Pastor Rabatin,
pudding.
Beaty, Miss Lynn Beaty, Miss who will be assisted by Elder
:Madrigal
Members of the
Carol Sears, Mrs. Joe Ken Wolf.
Singers, - atl. students at Rexroat, Miss Dana English,
"Historically, PresbyMurray State, are:. Bobby Mrs. Karl Hussung, and Miss tfrians
insisted
have
Grisham, Robards, director; Lisa English.
- that Baptism be administered
Steve EVans, Owensboro;
.The Christmas meeting or during public worship. During
Mark Stephens, Mayfield; the Senior Adults will be held the
service, the parents
Greg Birtgman, Carmi, Ill.; Tuesday at noon at the
promise to raise their children
Karp Atkins, Camden, Fellowship Hall. A covered
in the Christian faith, and the
Tenni.;- Brenda Robertson, dish luncheon will be served congregation
promises to
-Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Barbara ah'd all senior adults are in- assist the
parents in fulfilling
-Coleson, Madisonville; and vited to 'attend,
that promise, said Rev.
Penny Wilson, Salem.
spokesman said.
Rabatin.
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Bro. Hoover Will
Speak At Services,

University Church

'Non-Conversion' Is

Morning Subject Of
Bro. John Dale

Regular Services

Planned Sunday At
Baptist Church

Presbyterians To
Hear Pastor For
Sunday Services

Madrigal Dinner To Be
Held At Murray State

rchurch

